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I.
"SAU NAZI!" WHAT THE SWISS REALLY
THOUGHT OF HITLER

by Stephen P. Halbrook 1
History books record official records which are usually devoid of the
ordinary experiences of members of the public at large. To understand
attitudes, one learns much from unofficial talk - including sayings, informal
remarks, and slang - of ordinary people. The geistige La,ndesverteidigung
(spiritual national defense) of the Swiss population against Nazism may be
found not just in intellectual, political, and military pronouncements, but
also in how people talked or acted in everyday situations.
The vocabulary of Widerstand (resistence) was not polite. The Swiss
used highly insulting terms in reference to Nazi Germany. Repeating those
terms today as part of a historical exercise is not in any manner a reflection
on contemporary Germans. Indeed, pejorative terms about a national group
frequently fail to distinguish between the oppressors and the oppressed, a
very real phenomenon in Hitler's Germany. Nonetheless, the derogatory
language used by many Swiss to describe German Nazism epitomizes their
total rejection of National Socialism.
The earliest memory of Hitler's assumption of power in 1933 by then
eleven-year old Bruno Capol of Windisch is characteristic. Like graffiti
spray painted on buildings today, "so at the very beginning of Hitler's
takeover we found chalk-cartoons showing a man hanging at the gallows
with a swastika and the following words:"

1 Copyright© 2000 Stephen P. Halbrook. All rights reserved. An attorney in Fairfax,
Virginia, the author holds a Ph.D. in Philosophy from Florida State University and a J.D.
from Georgetown University Law Center. His books include Target Switzerland: Swiss
Armed Neutrality in World War II (Rockville Center, N.Y.: Sarpedon Publishers, 1998),
translated as Die Schweiz im Visier (Verlage Novalis Schaffuausen/Rothenhiiusler Stiifa,
1999) and La Suisse encerclee (Geneva: Editions Slatkine, 2000). This is a revision of a
paper presented to the Swiss-American Historical Society Annual Meeting, New York City,
October 7, 2000. All interviews and correspondence cited herein are first-hand accounts by
persons who resided in Switzerland during the period of the Third Reich. The author thanks
Therese Klee Hathaway for her assistance in several of the translations herein.
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Heil, heil, heil!
Hitler soil an' s Seil!
Und es tont an alien Ecken,
Adolf Hitler soll verrecken/2

[February

Hail, hail, hail!
Hitler should be hanged!
Here, there and everywhere it roars
Adolf Hitler should be killed!

The statement that Hitler should be killed contains the vulgar term
"verrecken," which means to die. 3 The English terms "croak" or "kick the
bucket" do not convey the even more insulting meaning of the German
term. The Nazi onslaught was symbolized by the brown shirt cry outside
Jewish businesses and homes, "Juda verrecke" (Let Jews croak) !4 Swiss
graffiti turned this insult upside down to say: Let Hitler croak!
In the period before Hitler managed to seize power, ruling coalitions in
Germany were formed and almost as quickly fell, and for all anyone knew
the Ftihrer's government would be just as chaotic and short-lived. The
following "Joke of Little Hansli,"5 which circulated in Switzerland during
this early period, expressed in Swiss dialect the strong possibility of a quick
change:

Eusi Katz het Kaetzli kha,
Sieben a der Zahl.
Sechs sindfuerd'Hitler g'sie,
Und Eis isch Radikal.

Our cats had kittens,
seven in the count.
Six are for Hitler,
and one is a Radical.

A few weeks later, Hansli was asked to repeat his verse, but he recited
a revised version as follows:

Eusi Katz het Kaetzli kha
Sieben a der Zahl.
Eis ischfuer d'Hitler g'sie,
Und sechs sind Radikal.

Our cats had kittens,
seven in the count.
One is for Hitler,
and six are Radicals.

But Hansli, the joke continued, you told it differently before. He
replied: "Inzwischen sind ihre Augen uf g'ange." ("In the meantime, their

Interview with Bruno Capol, Baden, Sept. 27, 1999.
Collins German-English, English-German Dictionary (Glasgow: HarperCollins,
1991), 718.
4 Carl Ludwig, Die Fliichtlingspolitikder Schweiz in denJahren 1933 bis 1955: Bericht
an den Bundesrat zuhanden der eidgenossischenRiite von Professor Dr. Carl Ludwig (Bern,
1957), 29.
5 Letter from Dr. Gustav T. and Margot Ammann Durrer, November 2000.
2
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eyes have opened.") The assumption that the Hitler regime would soon fall
proved to be an illusion. Fate would be sealed by the Nazi consolidation of
power, as expressed in the following development.
At the 1934 federal shooting competition in Freiburg, Peter Voser' s
father was firing when suddenly rang the cry "Special Edition!" The
newspaper screamed, "Hindenburg is dead, Hitler is Reichsprasident!"
Voser recalls: "The men dropped their pistols, went over to the tent and
discussed the event, saying 'Hitler, this Sau (pig), now he is fully in power,
now there will be war, there will be war .... "' 6
The term "Sau" may be used alone or with other words to mean such
vulgar terms as "dirty swine," "dirty bastard," and "son-of-a-bitch." 7 The
following further vocabulary is pertinent: "Schabe," which means
"cockroach," 8 and the similar sounding "Schwabe," which means
"Swabian,"9 a person from southern Germany. "Schwaben" (Swabia in
English) is the region and medieval country in southwestern Germany
chiefly in the area comprising modem Baden, Wurttemberg, and West
Bavaria. 10
The above terms are used in the following recollection by Swiss Fusilier
(Infantryman) Wenk, Stabskp., Fusilier Battallion 69, entitled "D'Schwabe
chome!" ("The Swabians are coming!"). 11 He first relates:
In January 1940 we were set up in Hori near Btilach. Our headquarters were in a small, old farmhouse. The bedroom was on the upper
floor. We had to leave our backpacks, clothes, shoes and everything else
in the farmer's small living room. But we always had our weapons with
us because at that time the situation was dangerous.

In the next paragraph, one sees a wordplay with the term "Swabian"
that can be either a contemptuous word for Germans or a cockroach or both.
Fusilier Wenk recalled, and this is written partly in Swiss German dialect:
Nun, eines fruhen Morgens wird Alarm geschlagen, und einer ruft:
"D'Schwabe sind ibroche!" Alles sturmt im Dunkeln, die Waffe in der

Statement of Peter Voser, May 7, 1997.
Collins German-English, English-German Dictionary, 565.
8 Collins German-English, English-German Dictionary, 567.
9 Id. at 592.
10 Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, MA: Merriam-Webster,
1991), 1508.
11 Wm. Ernst Herzig ed., Damals im Aktivdienst: Soldaten erziihlen aus den Jahren
1939-1945 (Zurich: Rascher Verlag, 1959), 50.
6
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Hand, in die Stube hinunter. Da steht einer und lacht, dreht das Licht an,
und was miissen wir sehen: Tatsachlich, die Schwaben sind eingebrochen, aber zum Gluck nur die Kafer. Ich glaube, soviet Schwaben hat
es nie gegeben, wie es hier Schwabenkafer hatte. Alles war voll von
diesen Grenzgangern, die Schuhe, To mister, Hasen und Soc ken. Nun ging
der Kampf iiber eine Stunde, bis der Feind hinausgeworfen war. Es war
noch einmal gut gegangen.
In English, that passage reads:
One early morning, someone sounded the alarm by calling: "The
Swabians have broken in!" Everybody grabbed his weapon and ran down
to the living room in the dark. A soldier was standing there, laughing as
he was turning on the light. And in fact the Swabians had broken in, but
luckily only the bugs. I don't believe that there ever were as many
Germans as there were bugs. Everything was full of them, shoes,
backpacks, pants, socks. It took us more than an hour to throw out the
enemy. We had been lucky once again.
Whether humorous or dead serious, such slang expressions were really
directed against the Nazi regime and its supporters. Colonel Rudolf
Ursprung explained:
In 1939 I was studying law at the University of Berne. From 1939 to
1945, the year of my graduation, I served a total of about 23 months on
active duty. I spent most of my active duty as lieutenant with the border
protection unit in Etzgen, a small village on the Rhine.
The soldiers were forced to dig trenches not far from home, to cut
trees to build positions, to sleep on straw instead of working and living
on their farms, and all this because the dammed "dirty Swabians" were
terrorizing the world from across the Rhine. In our area we called the
Germans "Swabians" and the Swabians were put at the same level as
Hitler and the National Socialists. The anger against Hitler knew no
boundaries, and we cursed the situation created by him and the hardship
in which we found ourselves because of him. 12

.

To pile insult on insult, the above terms were combined as "Sauschwob"
in Swiss dialect or "Sauschwabe" in high German. The connotation was not
only "German pig," but also "German roach pig." A Swiss soldier recalled

12

Ursprung to Halbrook, October 4, 1999 (condensed).
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that they clipped off the ends of bullets issued for their rifles to make the
bullets create deadlier wounds when shot against the expected Wehrmacht
invaders. His uncle stationed at Lake Constance quipped, "we have no
chance, but we would rather die than fall in the hands of the Schwabe."
Germans were often called "Sauschwabe." 13
Max Salm, a teenager at the time, remembers: "In 1940, to counter the
Fifth Column, the young were encouraged to join the Ortswehr (Local
Defense). We had no training except shooting courses from age 15. We
were given M1889 rifles. We wanted to shoot as many Germans as possible.
'Sauswabian' was a generally used term for Germans." 14
Verena Rothenhliusler lived 10 kilometers from the Rhine, heard alarms
at night, and lived with angst. She was in the Landesdienst, helped farmers
after school and during holidays, and had been trained by her father to shoot
a rifle - which she would do if the Nazis came. "My mother called a
German 'Saunazi' (Nazi pig), a term which could also apply to a bad Swiss.
We also called Germans 'Sauschwabe."' 15
In Germany, such language would have warranted execution. Sophie
Scholl was beheaded in 1943 in part because she and her White Rose
cohorts had "most vulgarly defamed the Fuhrer, thereby giving aid to the
enemy of the Reich and weakening the armed security of the nation." 16
Peter Voser recollects of daily life in Baden in those days:
The Jews were not being harassed, but the Swabians had to pay
attention. It was not good to be a German in Switzerland at the time. A
German who was criticizing Hitler was okay, but a German who was
speaking in support of Hitler would get harassed. At the Gymnasium we
had a German who was an ardent Nazi. We irritated him constantly
because of that and among other things arranged for him to sit next to our
only Jew, who was a great guy.17

"I was 13 in 1939," remembers Dr. Hans Widmer. "I grew up in
Oerlikon near the railroad station. Father called Germans 'Boche,' a

13 Statement of Mr. Rapold at interview with members of Aktion Aktivdienst, StiifaZtirich, June 3, 1999.
14 Interview with Max Salm, Baden, Sept. 28, 1999.
15 -Statement of Verena Rothenhausler at interview with members of Aktion
Aktivdienst, Stiifa-Ziirich, June 3, 1999.
16 Inge Scholl, The White Rose: Munich 1942-1943, transl. Arthur R. Schultz (Hanover,
NH: Wesleyan University Press, 1983), 116.
17 Statement of Peter Voser, May 7, 1997.
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derogatory French word. 18 He never called them Germans." 19 Other sources
note use of the term "Sauboche." 20
The Cabaret Cornichon in Zurich was a major center of ideological
resistance to Nazism, and its outstanding performers such as the legendary
Elsie Attenhofer were on the Gestapo's black list. 21 In May 1939, the
German Consulate lodged a protest against a program called the
"Rattenfiinger" (Rat Catcher), which involved a Nazi who tried to hypnotize
the Swiss and which made liberal use of the word "Boche." The Ztirich
police who investigated the complaint noted: "The expression 'Boches' is
the worst insult that there is for a German." 22 The Cabaret responded that
it would not change a single word of its programs, which promoted
Switzerland's official policy of "geistigen Landesverteidigung."23
While such a performance must be seen and heard to be appreciated,
lines of "The Rat Catcher" are reproduced in the Appendix herein. The
following stanza, which follows a plot of the Nazis overcoming Swiss
resistance and establishing an oppressive police state, refer to the speaker's
mother:
Wer hiit ere de Bolle gstucht
et toutes Les broches?
Wer hiit namal Devise brucht?
C'etaient Les boches!
Jetzt iintli merkts mis Marni gwuss:
Les Nazi sont
encore plus rouge que Les Russes!
Elle a raison ...
0 lala/24

Who took all her money
and all her brooches?
Who needed currency?
The Germans [Les boches] !
Now my mother finally understands:
The Nazis are
even more red than the Russians!
She is right . . .
0 lala

The rhyming of "Les broches" (brooches) with "Les boches" must have
been particularly enraging to the Germans. Such cabaret resistance to
Nazism flourished for the entire period of the Third Reich.

"Boche ... Jerry, Boche, Hun, Kraut." Collins-Robert French-English, English
French Dictionary (Glasgow: HarperCollins, 1987), 76.
19 Interview with Dr. Hans Widmer, Baden, September 28, 1999.
20 Audience comment, Swiss-American Historical Society Annual Meeting, New York,
Oct. 7, 2000.
21 Elsie Attenhofer, Reserve du Patron (Rothenhiiusler Verlag Stiifa, 1989), 38.
22 Elsie Attenhofer, Comichon: Erinnerungen an ein Cabaret (Benteli Verlag Bern,
1975), 155-56.
23 Id. at 160.
24 Id. at 159.
18
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Swiss resistance to tyrants to the north and related colorful vocabulary
dates to the First Reich. The attempt in 1493 of the Imperial Diet of Worms
to impose a common penny tax on the Swiss and to subject them to the
jurisdiction of an Imperial Chamber of Justice sparked a conflict that would
complete the winning of Swiss independence from the Holy Roman Empire.
Professor Luck writes: "In south Germany, pamphlets and poems insulting
to the Swiss appeared, and the name Schwabe (cockroach), with contemptuous overtones, found its way about." 25 In the Swabian War of 1499, the
Swiss fought the German and Austrian Landsknechte (heavy infantry) of
Maximilian I, a Habsburg and emperor of the Holy Roman Empire. Just as
in World War II, the Swiss built fortifications all along the Rhine river and
stayed armed and ready for immediate mobilization. 26
In the winter of 1498-99, soldiers shouted insults back and forth across
the Rhine. Albert Winkler explains the incident that sparked the first
fighting as follows:
At Gutenberg, the Landsknechte mocked the Swiss by composing
unchristian songs that offended the pious Confederates. The final affront
came when the German mercenaries offended the Swiss' sexual
preferences. The Swabians displayed a cow and called to the
Confederates to come over and make love to the animal. The men then
mooed like cows and calves. Shortly, the Swiss leader from the state of
Uri, Heini Wolleb, took a group of men across the river and burned a
house and stall. At this point, the war began in earnest.27

Mutual affronts during the period of the First Reich would be repeated
during the Third Reich. AWehrmacht veteran states that, during World War
II, the Germans called the Swiss "Kuhschweizer' (cow Swiss). 28 Indeed,
"Schweizer'' is defined in part as: "(a) Swiss, (b) dairyman." 29 In any event,
Swiss border residents recollect "Kuhschweizer'' and "Schwaben" being
yelled across the Rhine. 30 This had been going on for almost five centuries.
The following joke recalled by Gustav and Margot Durrer about a

James Murray Luck, A History of Switzerland (Palo Alto, Ca.: SPOSS, 1985), 108.
On the war, see Feldman and Wirz eds., Schweizer Kriegsgeschichte (Bern, 1935),
I, Heft 2, 203-76.
27 Albert Winkler, "The Swabian War of 1499," Swiss-American Historical Society
Review, XXXV, No. 3, November 1999, 3, 10.
28 Interview with ex-member ofWehrmacht who wishes to remain anonymous.
29 Collins German-English, English-German Dictionary, 596.
30 Ji.irg Stiissi-Lauterburg, "The Threat of Three Totalitarianisms: The Swiss Response,"
in Leo Schelbert ed., Switzerland Under Siege (Rockport, Me: Picton Press, 2000), 33n.3.
25

26
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border exchange told during the Second World War probably had an
equivalent in the 1499 war:
One morning, at the Swiss-German border, a German soldier handed over
a package to a Swiss soldier. When the package was opened, it was found
to contain a cow cake (Kuh Fladda). The next morning, at the same
border, the Swiss soldier handed over a beautifully wrapped package,
containing a big piece of Swiss cheese, and a note: "Each country sends
its best!"31

Combat in the Swabian war involved the use of the "hedgehog" defense
and the "push of pike" between massed forces. At Triboltingen, the Swiss
claimed to have killed 1,300 Swabians and sustained casualties of only 20.
At Frastanz, the Swiss reported 3,000 enemy dead to only 11 Swiss. 32 At
Calven, 4,000 Austrians died to 2,000 Swiss. The battle at Domach resulted
in 3,000 Landsknechte dead to 500 Confederates. "We are the peasants who
punish the nobles," bragged the Swiss. 33 These statistics, whether accurate
or not, would inspire Swiss confidence to resist the enemy to the north for
centuries to come.
Beaten on the battlefield, Maximilian agreed in a peace treaty signed at
Basel to abrogate the tax and the judicial imposition. The independence of
the Helvetic Confederation was recognized de facto. There would be no
Grossdeutschland.
The Fuhrer himself once took note of the derogatory use of "Schwaben"
by the Swiss. At their June 2, 1941, conference on the Brenner, Hitler and
Mussolini discussed carving up Switzerland. "The Fuhrer characterized
Switzerland as the most despicable and wretched people and national entity.
The Swiss were the mortal enemies of the new Germany . . . . Die
Schwaben am Ende den Krieg doch noch gewinnen warden." (In the end,
however, the Swabians would still win the war.) 34 Hitler expressed his
derision by using "Schwaben" instead of the "Reich" or "Deutsch/and."
Alas, the thousand-year Reich lasted only a dozen years. The utter
contempt for this Reich and its Fuhrer is expressed in the following joke
which the Durrers remember being told in Switzerland:

Letter from Dr. Gustav T. and Margot Ammann Durrer, November 2000.
John McCormack, One Million Mercenaries: Swiss Soldiers in the Annies of the
World (London: Leo Cooper, 1993), 33-34; C.W.C. Oman, The Art of War in the Middle
Ages (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1953), 86, 104.
33 Winkler, "The Swabian War of 1499," 18, 21, 24.
34 Andreas Hillgruber, Staatsmiinner und Diplomaten bei Hitler (Miinchen: DTV,
1969), 275-76.
31

32
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Hitler was taken for his first ride in an airplane, and became very nervous,
to the point that he had diarrhea. Having no bathroom facilities on board,
he used his hat to relieve himself and then tossed it out of the window.
Later, when landing at the airport, everyone was singing and dancing, but
paid no attention to Hitler. "What is being celebrated here?" he asked.
"Well, Hitler is dead! His hat has been found with all that remains of
him!"35

If the above witticism made its rounds on sidewalks, its mockery of
Hitler was equaled in a 1942 performance at the Cabaret Comichon. Two
actors are standing in front of the curtain. One of them is selling a
newspaper, the Signal. The other, a passer-by, notices that a picture is
printed on the paper. He says "Is that him?" "Yes, that is him"- "I want to
cut out this picture and frame it!" - "Why, do you want to hang it on the
wall at home?" - "I do not know yet -- either I will hang it or put it on the
wall [for execution]." 36
As on many other occasions, the Nazis violently protested. German
Counselor Freiherr von Bibra complained that "there is an unbelievably
filthy hole in Zurich at the Comichon. People there are insulting the Fuhrer
in the most impudent and impertinent manner." German General Counsel
Voigt characteristically responded: "At any rate, these people are Jews."
Von Bibra added:
That is what I thought! The man compared this to the measures of
censorship that the Swiss allow. They say verbatim: "to the gallows with
the gentleman, he should hang or be put against a wall and executed." It
is clear that this kind of speech is directed against Adolf Hitler. That is
what they allow themselves in a so-called neutral country! 37

Opposed to all totalitarianisms, the Swiss had utter scorn for the HitlerStalin alliance. When Nazi Germany attacked Soviet Russia, the Swiss
rooted for mutual destruction. The following incident recalled by Dr. David
Kirchgraber captures the emotions of the time:
Mr. P, an affable businessman, loved to talk about growing up in the
city. He spoke Swiss-German without accent and up until about 1940
pretended to give full support to the red and white flag. Anybody calling

Letter from Dr. Gustav T. and Margot Ammann Durrer, November 2000.
Elsie Attenhofer, Comichon: Erinnerungen an ein Cabaret (Benteli Verlag Bern,
1975), 210.
37 Id. at 210-11.
35

36
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him by the common "Sauschwob" [German pig] would have been in
trouble. I did not even realize that he was from across the border until I
noticed that he took a more and more neutral stance. He was one of those
emphasizing that Nazism and the German people were two different
things. In the beginning, some Swiss citizens tried to make us believe the
same. However, during the "Siege" (victories) under the very regime they
pretended to disapprove of, the majority of Germans living among us
showed this to be a rash conclusion.
When the news of the attack on Russia came over the radio on June
22, 1941, we were all standing with our friend P. in the most popular
modern swimming pool of the area, in a romantic little valley away from
hustle and bustle. Everybody became quiet, everybody was thunderstruck.
Then Mr. P's baritone voice sounded across the glistening water: "Yes, in
a month we will be in Moscow!" He said "we" and everybody looked
even more bewildered. "Hopefully, many of them will die" ("verriibled"
[croak] in the original Swiss-German dialect) said someone, and another
in the vicinity called out "Nazi!" My father, beside himself, struck the
water with his fist and shouted "Jawoll!" (yes!) into the bitter applause
triggered by the response from the bathers .... A young man collected his
uniform and called up to the loudspeaker: "Let them devour each other!" 38

No one attempted to drown "Mr. P," but an incident of resistance in
Davos could have resulted in a drowning. A disproportionate number of
Germans resided in Davos, which had long offered sanatoria for
tuberculosis patients. Cornelia Rogger, a teenager at the time, remembers:
The war was raging in Russia. A 15-year old German school boy said to
me: "We will invade Switzerland and we will take your fur coat for our
army!" I replied: "You murderers. I'll burn my coat before I give it to
you!" I saw him a few days later at the swimming pool. He said: "I hope
you' re not mad at me." I knew he could not swim, but I pushed him into
the pool anyway and ran away. Someone rescued him. The German
consulate telephoned me to come and answer for my act. I refused. 39

Everyday resistance in Davos took other forms. In 1999, I interviewed
99-year old Anton Bueler-Smulders and his son, who was six years old at
the time of the following. They both remembered Dr. Becker, a Dutchman

38 Dr. Med. David Kirchgraber, St. Gallen, Erinnerungen an Vorkriegszeit und die
Mobilisation 1939-1945 (unpublished mimeograph, 1989).
39 Interview with Frau Cornelia Rogger, Davos, Jan. 21 , 2000.
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who worked at the Dutch Sanatorium in Davos, and who regularly walked
Tanky, his well-trained, dark brown poodle. When a Prussian-talking
German would pass, Dr. Becker would snap "Heil Hitler!" Whereupon the
dog would raise his leg and pee! 40
Everyone in Davos knew about it, thought it was funny, and did not like
the Germans anyway. The German Nazis tried to have this regular insult
interdicted, but the police refused to do anything. The police warned Dr.
Becker to watch out, as the Germans could shoot him, but he paid no
attention. He was a tall man with long arms extending to his knees. Dr.
Becker was a local hero!
Dogs were elsewhere used to express anti-Nazi sentiments. One
informant recalls: "I saw a man who had his dog trained in a special way.
He would put a dog biscuit on his nose and say, 'This is from Hitler.' The
dog stayed still. Then he would say, 'This is from Churchill.' The dog
jumped and swallowed it." 41
As the corkscrew on the Army Knife reminds us - not the one issued,
but the one actually used - the Swiss are serious about their wine. The
following was related by Alice Renold-Asper, who served in the Women's
Auxillary Service. In 1940, a military parson from Solothurn left home,
admonishing his mother: "If the Germans come, start a fire under my wine
cellar! No Germans shall drink my wine!" 42
Dr. Peter Voser related his own experience as follows:
We knew war would come. I was 17 and lived in Baden, the midpoint
of the Limmat Line, the defense of the Swiss army. The authorities
requested that the population invite soldiers for coffee in the winter of
1939. My father and brother were in the army, and soldiers visited every
evening. They spoke about whether we could resist Germany.
Champaign was very expensive, and Father had 6 bottles in the cellar
which he got from a client. As spring approached, we thought the
Germans would attack. We thought what a pity if the Germans got our
champaign. So we drank them all! That summer, Father returned from
the army and said, "Now I will have a bottle of champaign. Peter, fetch

40 Interview with Anton Bueler-Smulders and Tony Anton Maria Bueler, Schwyz, Sept.
26, 1999.
41 Interview with Sigmund Widmer, Andreas Dolfuss, and Jean Planchere, Stafa, Sept.
29, 1999.
42 Interview with Alice Renold-Asper, Baden, Sept. 28, 1999.
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me one!" I responded: "I thought the Germans were coming. It was better
that Swiss would drink the champaign than the Germans! " At first Father
was angry, but then said that it was alright. 43

When the Nazis conquered France, they decreed the death penalty for
any person who failed to surrender all firearms. This would have had special
significance in Switzerland, where every man had been issued a rifle for
militia service. While the Nazis may not have decreed the death penalty for
failure to surrender the fruit of the vine, they certainly seized all they could.
A typical bottle from occupied France has the label "Henri Abele Reirns
Champagne" and is stamped in red: "Reserve a la Wehrmacht -Achat et
revente interdits."44 (Reserved for the German army -purchase and resale
forbidden) .
Peter Voser' s uncle, a doctor who was too old for military service,
planned a special wine tasting for the Nazis. He had a beautiful home with
a garden, and was sure the Germans would come and take it over. He
prepared for his guests by putting poison into three bottles of his best
French wine. He planned to invite them in and to drink the poisoned wine
with his guests. He waited until the war ended to discard the wine. 45
When an Axis dictator finally croaked, the Swiss were there to smile.
On April 28, 1945, Mussolini was executed and strung up by his heels on
a lamp post. The news was received by Corps Commander Herbert
Constam, who was the highest ranking Jewish officer in the Swiss military
and one of Commander in Chief Guisan' s most trusted officers. Cons tam
telephoned his wife and sang out: "Mussolini is dead. Ciao!" He then hung
up. He was saying "so long" both to his wife and to 11 Duce, the latter in a
contemptuous manner. This was related to the author by Constam' s
secretary and phone operator, who overheard the remark. 46 Query whether
Constam used the vulgar term "verrecken."
The demise of the Nazi dictatorship may well have given rise to
numerous jokes, any one of which could have originated much earlier out
of a sense of wishful thinking. The Nazi Trinity - shall we say Three
Stooges-committed suicide rather than face responsibility for their actions,
although the following joke could have been told at any time during their
reign:

Interview with Dr. Iur. Peter Voser, Baden, Sept. 28, 1999.
Personal collection of author.
45 Interview with Dr. Iur. Peter Voser, Baden, Sept. 28, 1999.
46 Interview with Frau Robert Braunschweig, Bern, Sept. 28, 1999.
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When Goering died and went to Hell, he was brought before the throne
of Satan, who stood up and heartily welcomed him. Himmler was also
given the same cordial welcome when he arrived in Hell. Finally, when
Hitler arrived and was brought before the throne, the Devil did not rise to
greet him. When questioned by his subjects regarding this, he replied:
"Oh, I know that fellow. If I were to get up, he would immediately steal
my seat." 47

German Intelligence provides an informative source for what the Swiss
thought of the Third Reich. A remarkable intelligence report distributed by
the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht(OKW, Armed Forces High Command)
dated November 17, 1939 - a few weeks after Hitler invaded Poland,
launching World War TI-contains a candid assessment. 48 The following is
the entire report with this author's commentary:
a) Reliable sources tell us that the Swiss Government is without any
doubt neutral and strives to implement the country's neutrality and the
resulting obligations in public life.
b) Reportedly, however, the Swiss population is very hostile towards
Germany. People are of the opinion that Germany caused this war with
its ruthlessness. After all, the demands for Danzig and the Corridor could
have been met by way of negotiations. It was not necessary to pull the
entire world into disaster.

It is fully consistent with the law of neutrality that the government be
formally neutral but that the population is free to take a position. Official
neutrality was necessary for survival, but the Swiss people were anything
but morally neutral. The report continues:
The Swiss population believes that Germany is alone responsible for
the inconveniences and the financial damages caused by its mobilization.
For these reasons, 90% of the population have a negative attitude towards
Germany, 5% are indifferent, and at best 5% have a positive attitude.

This was written before the worst "inconveniences" were inflicted on
the Swiss. After Western Europe fell in 1940, Switzerland was surrounded

47

Letter from Dr. Gustav T. and Margot Ammann Durrer, November 2000.
Bundesarchiv/Militlirchiv, Freiburg am Breisgau, Deutschland, RW 5/357, Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, An Auswlirtiges Amt (Informationsabteilung) tiber Inf.A.A. (mit
I Nebenabdruck), 17.11.1939.
48
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by the Axis, under constant threat of invasion, and the victim of economic
blackmail. The negative attitude toward Germany could have only
increased. The following is telling:
Reports show that the 5% with a positive attitude towards Germany
would have to fear for their jobs should they in fact dare to support
Germany. Reich German citizens are reportedly called bad names such as
"Sauschwob" (Swabian pig) and "Nazihund" (Nazi dog), German business
people are threatened with boycott. In the recent past, a number of such
upright Germans have been expelled from the country. The 140,000
Reich Germans currently living in Switzerland are considered dangerous
because, under pressure from the Reich, they identify with Hitlerism.
Neither French nor British citizens have this problem because their home
countries do not exert any similar influence.
Again, this candidly acknowledges Swiss rejection of Nazism, including
the colorful linguistic resistance. Further, the Swiss were alert for the Fifth
Column, which would pose a threat throughout the war. The report would
be incomplete without some kind of attack on Jews:
In addition to that, Jewish emigrants in their blind hatred are inciting
people against anything German and, of course, they are not open to any
objective arguments. The reports point to Ziirich as the stronghold for
intelligence.

This charge would escalate throughout the war. Goebbels' propaganda
machine regularly attacked Switzerland as a land of "mountain Jews" and
under Jewish influence. Again, the report notes the Swiss verbal abuse of
anything German:
Sources tell us that the hatred against Germans is so great that Swiss
driving German cars are exposed to insults and are in danger of the
population refusing to help them.
According to reliable sources, even Professor Staehelin ofBasle, who
recently issued an expert opinion for Germany on poison gas found in
Poland, was attacked in the Swiss press.
c) We have learned that the Federal Council is striving to impose a
neutral attitude on the press. General Guisan recently warned the press
in this regard and threatened censure should the press fail to comply.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2001
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Press censorship would be adopted in order to decrease the chances of
provocation of a Nazi attack as well as to deny intelligence to Nazi
operatives. At the same time, the military was making all efforts in
preparation to resist such an attack. The threat of censorship was superficial:
Reportedly, the press showed a certain reluctant restraint after that,
but the tone towards Germany was still spiteful and nasty. Reuter and
Havas are dominating the newspapers. The German Press Bureau is
represented almost exclusively with army reports. As for the rest, news
favorable to Germany is weakened or not reported at all.
Reportedly, Paris Soir appears daily with an edition of more than
100,000, while the German press is allegedly able to sell only 300 papers
a day. The only paper sympathizing with Germany, the Neue Basler
Zeitung, reportedly has few readers in Switzerland. Swiss papers carrying
German pictures are in danger of being canceled.

Again, through its newspaper-purchasing tendencies, the population
was expressing its support for the Allies and opposition to the Nazis.
National Socialist indoctrination had no chance in Switzerland:
d) Given the population's attitude, German propaganda is showing
little effect. According to the reports, the Swiss simply do not believe the
Germans anymore and even think that the German radio is lying.
e) The attitude of the Swiss General Staff towards Germany reportedly is not unfriendly. The officers were very impressed with [Germany's]
successes in Poland.

Certain members of the General Staff were traditionally oriented toward
Germany, but not Nazism. They would soon change their attitudes or be
weeded out. At that very time, General Guisan had already made secret
plans with the French military for joint resistance should Germany attack
south of the Maginot Line through Switzerland. Most telling is the
following:
We have, however, learned that the Swiss military routinely refers to the
Fuhrer by using the most obscene terms. A recently issued army decree
threatens persons who insult foreign heads of state with draconian
punishment so that the public grumbling should stop.

What a pity that the intelligence report did not list some of the obscene
terms for the benefit of future historians! The referenced decree may have
ti

ti
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been a sop to deflect provocation of an attack, but no draconian punishment
would ever be meted out and the heads of the Axis states would be the
subjects of insults until they met their demise - and even after. Meanwhile,
the Swiss stood with the victims of Nazi aggression:
f) Reports show that Poland enjoys great sympathy all over
Switzerland. In order to help, some Swiss have set up a charitable
organization called "Pro Polonia." According to information received, the
press keeps describing the destruction of Warsaw caused by the German
bombardment and the suffering of the Polish population. This too shows
the attitude set against Germany.
g) France and England are said to be appreciated because the Swiss
reportedly assume that Switzerland will retain its current size if the
Western forces win, while they fear that the German-speaking part of
Switzerland will be annexed by Germany if Germany wins.

Since Hitler came to power, the Nazis had been printing maps showing
a "Gau Schweiz" - a future Nazi administrative unit - as part of a
"Grossdeutschland" (Greater Germany). 49 Fear of annexation was fully
justified. The Nazi intelligence report ended with observations about the
Hitler-Stalin alliance and the Swiss attitude toward Germany and the Allies:
The Russian-German friendship pact had a similarly unfavorable
effect, in particular in church circles. Those circles are speaking of a pact
with the devil.

The Swiss mood can best be described as:

"Frankreich wird geliebt,
England bewundert,
Deutschland gehasst."

"France is loved,
England is admired,
Germany is hated."

If a picture is worth a thousand words, the witticisms, jokes, and insults
discussed above express the full breath of emotions of the spirit of
resistance in a manner that could never be verbalized in the cold language
of official reports. The popular culture of Widerstand is an important
chapter in the hidden history of Switzerland's success story in retaining its
freedom, independence, and democracy in a sea of despotism during World
49 Bruno Grimm, Gau Schweiz? Dokumente uber die nationalsozialistischen Umtriebe
in der Schweiz (Druck der Unionsdruckerei Bern, I 939), 9-13.
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War TI. In order that future generations will appreciate the realities of the
period, it is important that the experiences of the wartime generation be
recorded. Members of the wartime generation are invited to submit written
accounts of their experiences to the author.50

APPENDIX

The following lines are from the "Rattenfanger'' (Rat Catcher), a 1939
production of the Cabaret Cornichon in Zurich. 51
Rattenfiinger

Rat Catcher

Ich bin Hypnotiseur und geh'
bezwingend <lurch die Masse.
Ich nehm' dem Menschen seinen Sinn
und geb' ihm dafiir Rasse.

I am the hypnotizer and go
through the masses defeating them.
I am taking the people's sense
but I give it race.

"Gefahrlich leben!" - dieses Wort
verbreite ich mit Listen.
Ich selber geh' nur aus dem Haus
mit tausend Polizisten.

"Live dangerously! " is the word
I spread with lists.
But I don't leave the house
unless surrounded by thousands of policemen.

Wenn ich befehle, tut der Mensch
sich gar nicht mehr genieren.
Er fangt sogar zu kriechen an
und geht auf alien Vieren.

When I give orders, man loses
all inhibitions.
He even starts to crawl
on hands and knees.

Die Schweizer, die sehr storrisch sind,
versuch' ich zu behandeln.
Doch ist es trotz Hypnose schwer,
in Nazi sie zu wandeln.

I am trying to treat the Swiss
who are very stubborn.
Despite my hypnosis it is hard
to turn them into Nazi.

(auf die Kinder zeigend)
Den Kindem suggerier' ich jetzt,
der Anschluss sei vollzogen.
Wenn sie mal in Hypnose sind,
merkt keins, <lass ich gelogen!

(he points to the children)
I am now going to suggest to the children
that the Anschluss has taken place.
Once they are hypnotized,
they will not notice that I lied!

50 Stephen P. Halbrook, 10560 Main St., Suite 404, Fairfax, VA 22030, Fax: 703 359
0938, email: protell@aol.com.
51 Elsie Attenhofer, Comichon: Erinnerungen an ein Cabaret (Benteli Verlag Bern,
1975), 158-59.
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(dances around the children)

Der Pfeifer is kommen,
ich hab' euch genommen!
Ich blas' euch ins Ohr.
Mein Floterl, das trillert,
mei Liaderl, dos schillert ich mach' euch was vor.

The flutist has come,
I have taken you!
I am blowing into your ear.
My flute is warbling,
my song is glowing,
I am telling you stories.

In Braunau bin i 'boren,
mit Stiefel und Sporen,
drum hab' i braun gem!
Aus Osterreich bin i kommen,
hab Deutschland genommen,
an-ti-ko-min-tern!

I was born in Braunau,
with boots and spurs.
That is why I like the color brown.
I came from Austria
and took Germany,
anti-Comintern!

Der Pfeifer is kommen,
die Schweiz is genommen
mit der hintersten Kueh!
Dass ihr zur HJ [Hitlerjugend] ghort
und aufs Hakenkreuz schwort ja, was sagt ihr dazue?

The flutist has come,
Switzerland has been taken,
to the last cow!
You belong to the HJ [Hitler Youth]
and have sworn by the swastika.
What do you say to that?

Chor der Kinder

Children's choir:

Am erst-n-Augschte hiimmer welle singe,
di ganzi Klass: "heil dir, Helvetia!"
En Bueb hat welle
d'Schwyzerfahne schwinge,
die Diitsche-n-aber hands verbotte gha!

On the first of August we wanted to sing,
the whole class wanted to sing "Hail to Helvetia!"
A boy wanted to wave
the Swiss flag,
but the Germans forbid him to do so.

Ein Miidchen:

A girl:

Vatterli, mis Vatterli,
sitzt jetzt hinderrn Gatterli ...

Father, my father,
he now sits behind bars ...

Friiehner hat min Vatter gseit,
D'Jude ttieged ihrn nod leid,
Au d'Freirnurer siged Find,
diinn me wiiss nod, was sie sind !
S'Dritti Rych ttieg Ornig mache
mit de ganze fuule Sache,
mit der Warehiiser-Judebruet und em Mittelstand gongs guet.

Earlier my father said
that he was not sorry for the Jews
and that the Free Masons were enemies
because we did not know what they were.
He said the Third Reich would clean up
with the mess
with the dirty warehouse Jews.
He said the middle class was doing well.

Vatterli, mis Vatterli,
sitzt jetzt hinderrn Gatterli !
Und so rettet s'Naziland
eusure Schwyzer Mittelstand!

Father, my father,
he now sits behind bars.
And so Nazi land save
our middle stand!
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Der Bub Giacomo Matto:

The boy Giacomo Matto:

Min Padre het en W ahlspruch gha:
"Per tutto muesch parad sy !"
Der erste war mein Herr Papa,
wo's gschlingget het dur d'Nazi!

My father had an election slogan:
We have to be ready for everything!
My Papa was the first one
who slipped out because of the Nazi!

Under hat doch eso glachlet
und gfachlet
und gwagglet
und gfacklet
berichtiget
und beschwichtiget
us hoffender Bruscht uemesuscht!

Even though he smiled
and waved
and wavered
and hesitated
and justified
and toned down
in hope
for nothing

Ein Mi:idchen:

A girl:

Mi Muetter isch so vomehrn gsy
und elegant.
De Dialakt hat si nod gschatzt
im Schwyzerland.
Si hat bim Wortili "Kommunist"
en Schrei abglah!
Und si hat gseit: De Hitler ist
l'homme qu'il nous faut!

My mother was so distinguished
and elegant.
She did not appreciate the dialect
in Switzerland.
She screamed when she heard
"Communist."
And she said: Hitler is
the man we need!

Mi Muetter hat Vermoge gha,
e Million!
Jetzt isch si ziernli bschisse dra,
das isch de Lohn.
Sie hat halt glaubt, dass d'Hitlerei
une barricade
gag alli Bolschewiki sei une bonne parade.
0 lala!

My mother owned a fortune,
one million!
Now we are in big doodo,
that is our payback!
She believed that Hitler
was a barricade
against the Bolsheviks,
a good parade.
0 lala!

Wer hat ere de Bolle gstucht
et toutes les broches?
Wer hat namal Devise brucht?
C' etaient les boches !
Jetzt antli merkts mis Marni gwtiss:
Les Nazi sont
encore plus rouge que les Russes!
Elle a raison .. .
0 lala!

Who took all her money
and all her brooches?
Who needed currency?
The Germans [Les boches]!
Now my mother finally understands:
The Nazis are
even more red than the Russians!
She is right . ..
0 lala
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A BUSINESS ECONOMIST WITH SWISS HERITAGE
LOOKS AT SWITZERLAND 1

By Donald P. Hilty
For many in the United States, the word "Switzerland" conjures up
pleasant thoughts of cows, mountains, Heidi, democracy -- maybe also a
proud heritage and some dear friends -- but, perhaps, a country that is a bit
dull.
The purpose here is to alert this audience: Switzerland is not dull. It is
in the big leagues of international business. This small country in the middle
of Europe has gained the stature of an economic giant, not just in relation
to its size but in absolute terms.
Business Setting

Main features of Switzerland's business climate resemble items on the wish
list of global companies seeking very attractive business investments or
headquarters locations:

1 This article is a summary of a speech given at the Annual Meeting of the SwissAmerican Historical Society in New York, N.Y. on October 7, 2000 and is based on a more
comprehensive study being prepared for publication by the American Swiss Foundation.
The author has over forty year's experience advising corporate management about a
wide range of functions in a large number of industries and within a global context. His
background includes: Director on several corporate boards; Chief Economist at Chrysler
Corporation for fifteen years; sales, marketing, finance, and research positions for twelve
years in Geneva, London, and Paris for Chrysler; and Senior Petroleum Economist at
Marathon Oil Company. He has wide experience explaining industry positions in public
policy forums and has written many articles, is a frequent speaker and is quoted often in the
press.
Hilty holds a BA degree from Wheaton College, an MBA from the University of
Colorado and a Doctor of Business Administration degree from the Indiana University
Graduate School of Business.
Dr. Hilty's Swiss heritage comes from both his mother and father.
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Located at the crossroads of Europe
Extremely stable democratic government
Economy based on free enterprise and free trade
Very little bureaucratic interference from the government
Open attitude toward foreign investment
Workforce highly motivated, educated and skilled
Labor-management relations good, usually strike free
Relatively stable currency vs. most other major currencies
No foreign exchange restrictions
Investment funds available
Financial center
Affluent domestic market
Access to EC and EFTA markets
Low import tariffs
Wide range of services available
Favorable tax climate

In addition to fostering this business climate, Swiss aggressively
promote setting up business activities in their country. The State Secretariat
for Economic Affairs (SECO), in close cooperation with Swiss cantons and
Swiss embassies and consulates abroad, established a comprehensive range
of services for direct investment through its Location Switzerland
Initiative. 2
As shown below, Switzerland is considered a country with one of the
lowest risks for business operations, less risky than the United States and at
the opposite end of the risk spectrum from Afghanistan.
Selected Country Business Risk Rankings
(Overall summary of nine risk categories)
Lowest Risk
1.
Luxembourg
2.
Switzerland

3.
Norway
4.
United States
12. United Kingdom
180. Afghanistan
Highest Risk
Source: Euromoney, September 1999

2 For more information about this initiative, see <locationswitzerland.ch> on the World
Wide Web.
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In the Big Leagues
Do companies flourish in this Swiss business climate? Yes, of course.
Five of the 100 largest public companies in the world are Swiss -- the same
number as in the six times greater German economy, more than in the five
times greater French economy and more than double the number in the four
times greater Italian neighbor. Who are these five Swiss companies?
Novartis, Nestle, Roche, UBS and Credit Suisse.
Nationality of 100 Largest Public Companies
(By market value)

United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
France
Italy

Number of
Companies
8
5
5
4
2

Source: Wall Street Journal, September 27, 1999

Two of the world's top 10 banks call Switzerland home. They are UBS
and Credit Suisse. Switzerland 's stature in the financial world is such that
every major financial institution in the world has a presence there.
Home of World's 10 Largest Banks

Japan
Switzerland
Germany
United Kingdom
Netherlands
United States

Number of
Banks
3
2
2

1
1

l
10

Source: Wall Street Journal, September 27, 1999
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Swiss firms are leaders in other important world industries:
Selected Ranks of Swiss Companies
World's Top 5 Pharmaceutical Companies
3. Novartis
4. Roche
World's Top 10 Insurers
9. Zurich Financial Services

Note: In a larger list:
33.
Winterthur
37.
Swiss Life
46.
Swiss Re Group
Source: Hoover's Handbook of World Business, 2000

Swiss citizens also prosper in this favorable business setting. Three are
among the richest in the world, about the same number as live in France and
more that in Italy.
Top 50 Richest People in the World
By Country
Number

Germany
France
Switzerland
Italy

5
4
3

1

In Switzerland

Hoffman Family
Walter Haefner
Landolt Family

Rank
17 (Roche)
33 (Computers, Cars)
43 (UBS)

Source: Forbes, July 5, 1999

More lists are available to show the successes of Switzerland. By now,
though, the evidence presented here should show that Switzerland is unique
- and not dull.
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A Consequence of Fame?
Switzerland's status as just a small-quaint-tourist nation, already shaky
(in relation, that is, to the dullness scale), crumbled further with the recent
upsurge of interest especially within the United States in Swiss behavior
during World War II.
Unfortunately, just as Switzerland's success in generating business
activity and wealth may have contributed toward attracting this sudden fury,
not providing an accurate record of what happened may contribute toward
reduced ability for the Swiss to generate business activity and wealth in the
future. The Swiss need sales for their goods and services in the huge U.S.
market. They need an unbiased U.S. market.

Research Void
If Americans are to make a reasoned argument that Switzerland was not
a Nazi collaborator, information about the period must be available in
English. Instead, there is hardly any information in English. It should be no
surprise that Americans refer negatively to Switzerland. My analysis shows
that researchers, opinion leaders, politicians and writers can not find a
balanced view of Switzerland during World War II in U.S. libraries.
These conclusions are based on extensive research using two basic guides:
•
•

Library of Congress - Largest collection of Swiss titles outside
Switzerland.
Eureka Bibliographic File - On-line record of materials at more
that 1,000 leading U.S. libraries.

Slightly more that 900 titles are available in which subjects related to
Switzerland in World War II are mentioned. This number appears large, but
it contains several counts for the same book if it mentions several Swiss
subjects, among other subjects.

Fully 93% of all the references are non-English. Only 7% are
English titles; many are derogatory. Less than 1 % are English
translations.
English-language titles on these subjects have an advantage in the
United States. Few Americans read German or French. English titles get
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more research "hits" because they generally are catalogued into 6-8 subjects
while most non-English titles are catalogued into only 1-4 subjects. And I
found the best-received English title is in 58 libraries compared with the
best-received non-English title is in only 15 libraries. More than half the
non-English titles are in only one or two libraries.

Conclusion
Switzerland is a major player in the big leagues of international
business. But one of the important issues the country faces, especially in the
United States, is the perception of Swiss activities during World War II.
Little English literature is available here about this subject. Much of what
is available, unfortunately, is derogatory.
Encouraging the writing of new books by American authors and
translating, publishing, and distributing in the United States well-chosen
classic Swiss historic titles, which portray Swiss thinking and behavior
during World War II in a truthful manner, would make a big difference. 3
They would fill voids in some strategic research subject areas in which there
are no or few English materials available at present. They would balance the
ubiquitous derogatory titles, which are appearing at an increasing pace.

3 Target Switzerland by Stephen H. Halbrook, the author of an accompanying article in
this issue of Review, is a welcome recent book by an American author.
I am coordinating for the American Swiss Foundation the translating and publishing
of five Swiss history books into English and distributing them through the book trade and
to some 2,000 key public and university libraries and prominent scholars and opinion leaders
throughout the world.
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Hans Heinrich Felder, Jr., Captain in
South Carolina's Revolutionary Army, 1778
by Walter Lips 1
The progenitor of the American Felder family was Hans Heinrich
Felder who was born in Wiedikon, Canton Zurich, Switzerland, about
1701. He, his wife Ursula, and their ten-year old son Hans Heinrich, Jr.,
later John Henry, settled in Orangeburg Township, South Carolina in 1735.
The family was granted 350 acres of land, that is more than half a square
mile, on September 17, 1738 by King George II of England. Hans Heinrich
Felder, Sr., however, died that same year, and his wife passed away a year
later in 1739. Their son John Henry Felder was only 14 years old when he
lost his parents. Grown up, he dropped the name of John and was known
simply as Henry Felder.
In 1747 Henry Felder married Elizabeth Schaumloffel, daughter of John
Schaumloffel of Orangeburg Township. They were the parents of the
following eight children:
Henry, born September 8, 1748
Jacob, born July 22, 1750
John, born December 12, 17 51
Frederick, born September 1, 1753
Samuel, born June 5, 1755
Abraham, born March 28,1757
Peter, born April 2,1759
Mary Elizabeth, born February 6,1761.
Elizabeth Felder Schaumloffel died in 17 61 after the birth of the Felder's
only daughter, named Mary Elizabeth. In 1763 Henry Felder, a widower

1 Walter Lips, 1925, attended schools in Frauenfeld, Canton Thurgau, and in World
War Two served in the Swiss Army. He worked in the wrapping business as a dipl. sales
consultant. As such, he has traveled widely in the Western Hemisphere from Alaska-Yukon
to Patagonia-Fireland and has also visited five of the continents. He has published in
Switzerland about emigration of the Amish, Mennonites, Hutterites, and Mormons .
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with eight orphans, married Catherine Snell of Orangeburg Township. They
had these children:
Ann Margaret, born 1764; married John Hartzog;
Rachel, born 1766; married a Mr. Summers; their daughter Catherine
was born 1768; married John Walker;
A daughter, born 1770; married George Hartzog;
David, born February 12, 1776; married Elizabeth Guess and died at
age 73 on December 18, 1849.
In 1775, Henry became Justice of the Peace and Justice of the Quorum
for the Orangeburg District. In colonial days the Justice of the Peace was a
far more important position than it is today. Henry Felder was also elected
to the South Carolina Legislature where he was well respected. A traditional
joke claimed that whenever he got to present a bill in the Legislature, it
would became law even before he sat down; perhaps he had been a J. P.
Morgan of his day.
In the provincial government of South Carolina Henry Felder served in
1775 on the committee that was to implement the continental association
and to receive and determine the legal validity of applications from St.
Matthews Parish of which Orangeburg Township was a part. In the same
year he was elected to the newly created State legislature which on March
26, 1776 adopted a constitution and formed an independent government for
South Carolina.
Henry Felder was employed by the Second Provincial Congress to
manufacture gunpowder for the revolutionary army. He was also a member
of the Grand Jury of the Orangeburg District in 1776 that addressed Judge
Drayton in favor of independence from Great Britain. He served as manager
of elections and a member of the Grand Jury again in 1778. In the
revolutionary war Henry Felder was a captain and his company most likely
belonged to Rowe's regiment. Felder family tradition has it that Captain
Felder had seven sons in his company, that is Henry, Jacob, John, Frederick,
Samuel, Abraham and Peter!
Tradition also claims that John, the third son, was killed during the war.
With his stepmother's brother Snell he was captured by the enemy. While
the British soldiers were at dinner on the banks of the Congaree River, they
escaped. Snell made it to the woods, but John jumped into the river and
swam across although his hands were tied and the guard was shooting at
him all the while. Although John reached the opposite bank, he was killed
by his own gun that was used by the guard.
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A certain Mr. Rice of Barnwell District was a member of Captain
Felder's company during the Revolution. He was present on one occasion
when at Holman's bridge Felder's soldiers drove a body of Tories over the
South Edisto river in the Orangeburg District.
During the war, Captain Felder had two homes burned by the Tories
and at the burning of the second one he lost his life. On October 7 and 14,
1778 the following notice appeared in the Gazette of South Carolina:
Whereas the subscriber's house was plundered and burned and all
his papers were either burned or destroyed. To prevent fraudulent
demands that may hereafter be made on him, he gives his public notice,
that those persons who have any lawful demands on him, either in books
of account, bond, note of hand or otherwise, are desired to make demand
on or before the first of January next ensuing and receive payment. All
persons indebted to him are likewise entreated to make payment as far as
may be consistent with their knowledge.
September 27, 1778 Henry Felder.

In his Bench and Bar Judge O'Neil has this to say of Captain Henry Felder:
This gentleman was a very active partisan in the revolution. He
brought his love of liberty from his native Canton, and like William Tell
of his fatherland, he was willing to peril all, rather than submit to tyranny.
He guided General Sumter in his approach to Orangeburg, and bore a part
in the capture of that post.

Near the end of the Revolutionary war, the Tories surrounded Captain
Felder's house. With the aid of his wife and servants, who loaded guns while
he fired, Felder killed more than twenty of the foe. At last his house was put
on fire and he was thus forced to flee. In attempting to escape he was shot
and killed.
An old black servant, who was a young man at that time and had
witnessed the event, gave the following account:
One day Captain Felder received a message from Samuel Rowe, a
Whig friend, that the Tories intended to attack his home the next day.
With his sons and his overseer, whose name was Fry, he defended his
house, defeated the Tories and drove them off.
As soon as they had left he sent his sons through a by-path to
waylay and ambush them. But before reaching the ambush, the enemy
returned to his home and set fire to a load of hay that was under a shed
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near the house, catching the house afire. Captain Felder put on some of
his wife's clothes and attempted to escape but was recognized by his boots
as he jumped the fence and was shot. He continued his flight for several
hundred yards and dropped from exhaustion and loss of blood just as he
reached the woods.

The above mentioned black man was cutting wood nearby and came to his
master's assistance. He got help, and Felder was brought to safety, but
passed away a few days later. After his death, the son Henry took command
of the company which after the war formed a part of the district militia.
There are two old cannons used as comer posts in Orangeburg that are said
to have been used by Captain Felder on the occasion of the siege of that
town. One of the guns has the inscription "H. Felder 1781 " and the other is
marked "H. F."
Henry Felder's son Peter went from the Bamswell District, South
Carolina, to Mississippi in 1811 and settled on what is known as the Vaughn
place near Magnolia. There he assisted in establishing a church which is
still known as Felder's Church. On December 9, 1815 Peter Felder was one
of the commissioners appointed the Governor to select, procure and fix the
permanent seat of Justice of Pike County. He also was one of the justices of
the Orphan's Court, which had jurisdiction in probate matters.
Peter Felder's sons were:
Charles Felder, who became a physician and moved to Amite County;
Peter Felder, Jr., a well-to-do farmer,
Isaac Felder, a farmer, who never married,
Daniel Felder, who moved to Texas,
John Felder, born 1793.
Peter Felder's daughters were:
Nancy Felder Winborn,
Jane Felder Sibley, who moved to Texas,
Mary Felder Dickerson,
Marie Felder Carter,
Hessiah Felder Rawls.
John Felder, the son of Peter Felder, is the ancestor of the Felders of
Pike County, Mississippi. He was born in Bamswell District, SC in 1793,
moving with his father to Mississippi in 1811. In 1812 John Felder married
Elizabeth Sabdell. Twenty years later John Felder and his wife settled on
the beautiful little stream Topisaw, nine miles from McComb. He and other
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol37/iss1/9
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people living nearby assembled in a beautiful grove to hold religious
services. Later a church was built and called the Felder Methodist Church
since the land on which to build the sanctuary had been given by John
Felder. His picture now hangs in the church there.
John and Elizabeth Felder had the following children:
Mary Catherine, born September 23, 1813; married Seanborn Alford;
Wyantt Wesley, born May 16, 1815; married Cynthia Hope;
Elizabeth, born February 2, 1818; married Tom McEwen;
Gabriel Nolly, born March 25, 1820; married Fannie Hodges;
Levi Darius, born September 22, 1822; married Martha Williams;
Robert Henry, born October 9, 1824; married Elizabeth Thompson;
Simon Noble, born February 23, 1827; married Mary Buie;
Minerva; married Monroe McEwen.
John Felder died in 1876 at age 83 years and was buried near the Camp
Ground in the family cemetery.
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Descendants of Hans Heinrich Felder
1

Hans Heinrich Felder, b. ca. 1701 in Wiedikon, Canton Zurich,
Switzerland, d. 1738 in Orangeburg Township, SC; m. Ursula Felder,
d. 1739 in Orangeburg Township, SC.
John Henry Felder Sr., b. 1725 d. 1778 in Orangeburg District SC;
m.15 December 1747, Elizabeth Schaumloffel b. 1727 in Zurich,
Switzerland, d. 1761 in Orangeburg District, SC.
He and his first wife had 8 children:
1 Henry Felder II b. 8 September 1748
2 Jacob Felder b. 22 July 1750
3 John Felder b. 12 December 1751
4 Frederick Felder b. 1 September 1753
5 Samuel Felder b. 5 June 1755
6 Abraham Felder b. 28 March 1757
7 PETER FELDER b. 2 April 1759 in Orangeburg, SC; d. 12
May 1848 in Vaughn place, Amite County, Mississippi; m. in
1785 Elisabeth Lowe, b. in Orangeburg District, SC; d. 1840 in
Pike County, Mississippi.
A JOHN FELDER II, b. 27 May 1793 in Barns well District,
SC; d. 20 December 1876 in Pike County, Mississippi; m.
12 October 1812 Elizabeth Sandell; b. 17 June 1794 in
South Carolina; d. 18 May 1846 in Pike County,
Mississippi
a Minerva Felder m. Monroe McEwen
b Mary Catherine Felder b. 23 September 1813 m.
Seanbom Alford
c Wyant Wesley Felder b. 16 May 1815 m. Cynthia
Hope
d Elizabeth Felder b. 2 February 1818 m. Tom McEwen
e Gabriel Nolly Felder b. 25 March 1820 m. Fannie
Hodges
f Levi Darius Felder b. 22 September 1822 m. Martha
Williams
g Robert Henry Felder b. 9 October 1824 m. Elizabeth
Thompson
h Simon Noble Felder b. 23 February 1827 m. Mary
Buie
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B Charles Felder
C Peter Felder II
D Isaac Felder
E Daniel Felder
F Nancy Felder m. Winborn
G Jane Felder d. in Texas m. Sibley
H Mary Felder m. Dickerson
I Marie Felder m. Carter
J Hessiah Felder m. Rawl
8 Mary Elisabeth Felder b. 6 February 1761
Henry Felder Sr. m. in 1763, as his second wife, Catherine Snell; b. in
Orangeburg Township, SC.
They had five children:
9 Ann Margaret b. 1764 m. John Hartzog
10 Rachel b. 1766 m. Summers
11 Catherine b. 1768 m. John Walker
12 daughter b. 1770 m. George Hartzog
13 David, b. 12 February 1776; d. 18 December 1849; m.
Elizabeth Guess.
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Darl Rastorfer, Six Bridges: The Legacy of Othmar Ammann. New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2000. ix, 188 pp. Appendix, bibliographical
references, glossary, illustrations. $39.95. Cloth.
Around his eightieth birthday, the Swiss-American engineer, Othmar
Ammann moved to an apartment at the top of the Carlyle Hotel in Manhattan.
One imagines that he, gazing down on the city below, could have only
marveled at how much its landscape had changed since his arrival there fiftyodd years earlier. He also could have delighted in his own accomplishments,
the vistas from his new home offering visual confirmation of his professional
successes. With views in three directions, Ammann would have seen virtually
all of "his bridges": the George Washington to the north; the Triborough,
Bronx-Whitestone, and Throgs Neck to the east; and the Bayonne and
Verrazano-Narrows to, respectively, the southwest and south. Darl Rastorfer's
Six Bridges is a chronicle of these monuments in steel and concrete, a tribute
to the man who engineered much of New York city's infrastructure in the first
half of the twentieth century.
Rastorfer, curator for an exhibit on Arnrnann's work for the Cooper Hewitt
Museum, has assembled for this book over one hundred and fifty photographs
and design sketches, collected from the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey archives, the New York Historical Society, the New York Public
Library, and National Park Service Engineering Record. In the companion text,
Rastorfer draws from a wide variety of sources, such as contemporary
published literature, personal and professional correspondence, and the
recollections of Ammann' s family, friends, and colleagues. The sleek black and
white photographs are superb, neatly arranged and supplemented with
explanations of the relevant details. The author's chosen images-the various
construction photographs, aerial shots, and close-ups-offer powerful visual
evidence of the city's transformation in the age of rapid transit and convey his
admiration for the elegance, economy, and longevity of Ammann' s impressive
bridges.
In the first chapter of the work, Rastorfer offers a lengthy biography of
Ammann (1879-1965). He begins his account with the young Swiss engineer's
arrival in America in 1904. Having just graduated from the federal technical
university (ETH) in Zurich, Ammann traveled to New York in hopes of gaining
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some practical experience in designing steel bridges. He quickly found work
with a consulting engineer, but was soon laid off when the number projects
began to decline. In subsequent years, he bounced from job to job, earning little
but always receiving excellent recommendations. He had originally expected
his sojourn in America to be only a short one, apparently always intending to
go back to Switzerland upon completion of his latest project. As Rastorfer
presents it, his efforts to return home were routinely frustrated by the
appearance of new opportunities and challenges, of more bridges that needed
to be built. However, one rather suspects that the clearly career-minded
Ammann was well aware that his native land could offer neither the diversity
of work nor the possibility of professional advancement that was available to
him in the booming and sprawling United States. In 1911, Ammann began
working for Gustav Lindenthal, then considered the "master of long span
design" (7); a year later this rather irascible Austrian American bridge builder
made him chief engineer on the project to construct a large railroad crossing,
the Hell Gate. Ammann's association with Lindenthal proved instrumental to
his career.
For several decades, Lindenthal had promoted the construction of a bridge
crossing the Hudson river at West Fifty-Seventh Street. In 1920, he proposed
plans for an enormous two-storey span that could accommodate railroad,
automotive, and pedestrian traffic, estimating its cost at some $100 million.
The project never materialized, vehemently opposed by the city officials, the
Manhattan business community, and New Yorkers more generally. Ammann
suggested to his boss that perhaps a compromise could be reached, in the form
of a smaller, cheaper bridge located further away from the city center (be
proposed a site in Bergen County, New Jersey). Lindenthal apparently did not
appreciate his protege's disobedience; the two men broke and Ammann struck
out on his own, setting up shop in a loft on Fourth A venue. Here he developed
his own plan for a suspension bridge for the Hudson river-the future George
Washington. In 1924, Ammann unveiled his proposals for the bridge, a smaller,
simpler and, at $40 million, decidedly less costly version of Lindenthal's
crossing. Having garnered the support of the public and the local government,
Ammann's project prevailed and his bridge was in subsequent years built by
the Port of New York Authority. While he mentions that his designs had been
endorsed by New Jersey's governor George Silzer, Rastorfer unfortunately
does not adequately consider the political implications of Ammann's Hudson
river project. Ammann succeeded in soliciting support for his bridge primarily
because he, unlike Lindenthal, was able to negotiate the various different
interests and "political realities of the day" (26). In short, his skills as an
engineer guaranteed only that the bridge would be attractive, efficient, durable
and inexpensive; his abilities as a shrewd "political entrepreneur" ensured that
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it got built. 2 The political connections that Ammann had forged in these years
also earned him a permanent job. After the project had obtained official
approval, Governor Silzer "encouraged" the Port Authority to create a position
for him. Ammann thus joined, in 1925, the staff at the Port Authority as bridge
engineer. He became a United States citizen later that year.
Ammann served in his post for fourteen years. Most of his major
bridges-the George Washington, Bayonne, Triborough, Little Hell Gate,
Bronx-Whitestone, Harlem River Pedestrian as well as the Lincoln
Tunnel-were built (or at least designed) during this period. In 1939, the Port
Authority offered (apparently in an attempt to downsize) to "promote" the now
sixty year-old Ammann to a more executive position. He turned down the job,
resigned along with several colleagues, and established his own firm. During
the next two decades, the seemingly indefatigable engineer acted as consultant
on a number of projects and continued to receive contracts for the long-span
bridge projects undertaken by the Port Authority. Most notably, he designed
and oversaw the construction of the Throgs Neck and Verrazano bridges, as
well as the lower deck for the then twenty year-old George Washington (all
opened in the early 1960s). He died in 1965, at age eighty-six.
Rastorfer' s biography provides a good description of the basic contours of
the Swiss American engineer's professional life. It is, however, less successful
in conveying a sense of who Ammann really was, apart from a man who built
bridges. One learns almost nothing about his character and little about his
personal life, only that he wed his childhood sweetheart in 1905, raised three
children, and remarried, a year after his wife's death, the widow of a former
colleague. Most importantly, Rastorfer does not situate the story of Ammann' s
life within a broader context; instead, he presents the engineer as wholly
removed, if not somewhat oblivious, to the events of the time. While the author
is to be commended for introducing Ammann to a wider audience, readers
hoping to gain a better historical understanding of his life and work from this
book may be left wanting,
Rastorfer devotes a chapter to each of Ammann' s six bridges, detailing the
technical and architectural history of their construction. One discovers that
several of his bridges-most notably, the George Washington and the
Bayonne-are actually unfinished, mere skeletons of the structures that
Ammann had originally envisioned. One further obtains here a renewed respect
for enormity of the Arnmann's undertakings, for the tremendous challenges he
faced in designing his steel giants. The Verrazano bridge, for example, spans

2 See Jameson W. Doig, "Politics and the Engineering Mind: O.H. Ammann and the
Hidden Story of the George Washington Bridge," Yearbook of German-American Studies
25 (1990): 159-199.
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some 4,260 feet and weighs 1,265,000 tons, more than three times as much as
the Empire State Building. Seemingly somewhat as an afterthought, Rastorfer
also includes in the last chapter six photographs, and a brief description, of
construction workers, the only place in the book where he considers the role of
the anonymous men with "nerves of steel" who labored to make Ammann's
visions reality. Rastorfer's narrative in these chapters is often highly technical,
his glossary not always that helpful. He also presumes a certain familiarity with
the city and its environs. Readers thus might want to come prepared with a
dictionary and, perhaps, a map of New York.
As noted on the dust jacket, the author's purpose is to trace "the artistic,
scientific, and technical achievements embodied in the six major bridges
Ammann produced between 1925 and 1964, as well as the bridges' impact on
the city." While Rastorfer admirably succeeds in illustrating those
achievements and in fostering an appreciation for the engineer's multilayered
expertise, his attempt to grapple with the broader significance of Ammann's
work is decidedly less satisfactory. He mentions, for example, that the
construction of the Verrazano bridge necessitated the demolition of eight
hundred buildings, but offers no explanation of what happened either to the
some seven thousand people who were consequently displaced or to the
surrounding neighborhood once the thoroughfare had been completed.
Ammann's bridges were not merely "technical innovations" or "works of art,"
but structures that, by facilitating a highway culture, permanently altered the
rhythm of daily life and the dynamics of the urban environment. Nor does he
really assess Ammann's contributions to the more general field of bridge
design or to the development of the engineering profession. These issues are,
admittedly, not the subject of the book. However, some discussion of the
events and processes that formed the backdrop for Ammann's bridges would
only have enhanced Rastorfer' s account.
Six Bridges is nonetheless well-worth reading. The book offers not only a
fascinating glimpse into the life's work of this enigmatic Swiss American
engineer, but also a new perspective on the powerfully elegant structures that
we, in this highly technical age, all too often simply take for granted.
Nicole Butz,
University of Illinois at Chicago
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Pauline Boss, Ambiguous Loss. Learning to Live With Unresolved Grief
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999. Pp. 151. Cloth. $22.00.
The author, Professor of Family Social Services at the University of
Minnesota, is the daughter of the late Paul and of Verena Magdalena
Grossenbacher, born Elmer. Her father was a native of Burgdorf, Canton
Bern, and had been a main promoter of New Glarus' Swiss American
institutions. 3 Thus Dr. Boss begins her book with a personal narrative which
describes growing up with the effects of the immigrant experience on family
members. Her people had left their homeland Switzerland and many
beloved relatives in the early 1900' s for life in the American Midwest, only
to encounter yearning, homesickness, and melancholy. The meaning of
family for her differed from that of her parents and grandparents which
included members whom they sadly would not see again, but who were
unknown to her. This sparked the author's curiosity and later her
professional interest in the phenomenon of frozen grief or ambiguous loss
when the physical is not congruent with the psychological family, leading
to a "bittersweet legacy" of simultaneous absence and presence.
Drawing on her experience of over twenty-five years as a family
therapist and researcher, Dr. Boss has determined that it is not always clear
who is in the family and who is not. While death represents tangible loss,
closure can be achieved by those grieving through special familiar rituals
as well as the loving support and solace given by friends and family
members; yet closure is more difficult to achieve with ambiguous loss and
easily leads to unresolved grief. Therapists need to be aware of this separate
experience in order to help clients living with the stress deriving from
ambiguous loss. The author also notes that although this experience is often
a dramatic theme featured in fiction, theater, and opera, it has not been well
covered in the clinical literature, a situation her book intends to remedy.
Dr. Boss classifies ambiguous loss in two major categories. The first
occurs when family members perceive the lost person to be physically
absent, but psychologically present. Examples are soldiers missing in action
or kidnapped children, of whom it is not known whether they are still alive.
This type also includes divorced or family members of the adopted whose
whereabouts are unknown. The second type of ambiguous loss occurs when
family members perceive a person to be physically present, but

3See his informative autobiographical account, "Looking Back," SAHS Review 25, No.
3 (1989): 5-49.
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psychologically absent. This type includes not only people suffering from
diseases such as Alzheimers, substance abuse, and chronic mental illness,
but also those people who have a lost or changed personality due to stroke,
severe head injury, or mind altering and neurologically debilitating diseases
such as Parkinson's or Lou Gehrig's. This type of loss is especially difficult
to deal with because decisions have to be made for these 'lost' people by
family members who may nevertheless have to be their caretakers or who
may be unable to serve in that capacity. In this category are also members
who have emotionally distanced themselves from the family by complete
preoccupation with their work, by their exclusive selfcentered interests, or
by other disassociative activities.
Dr. Boss provides numerous and often touching narratives that illustrate
each type of loss, its impact on various family members, and how persons
can be helped to recognize their loss, acknowledge it, and then adopt a plan
of coping. She also includes examples that show different ways of dealing
with ambiguous loss based on sex, age, race, and culture. Several accounts
deal with Anishinabe women, members of a Native American people of
Northern Minnesota, who understood the dementia a family member
experienced as part of nature's birth to death cycle. Their mastery of the
effects of psychological absence yielded spiritual acceptance.
This work has been helpful to me as a clinical instructor of nursing
students at North Park University in Chicago who are expected to provide
holistic nursing care to patients of diverse backgrounds. The patients these
students encounter in an urban hospital often come with very different life
experiences than they themselves who often lead sheltered lives. They are
expected to bridge differences in gender, culture, and spiritual backgrounds
while at the same time dealing with the stress of learning much new
material and of providing intimate physical care in the hospital or in the
community., For example, one student had to interact with a patient whose
family members had severed contact with him years ago due to abuse
secondary to his alcoholism. The student was familiarized with the concept
of ambiguous loss and was then able to incorporate interventions to resolve
this person's unresolved grief into his nursing care plan. With the assistance
of a hospital chaplain the patient was able to contact his former spouse and
his four children and to make meaningful peace with each of them before
his death from cancer. As Dr. Boss points out, initiating and maintaining
dialogue among all family members is essential, first for understanding and
then for developing effective strategies of coping with ambiguous loss.
Although the author does refer in one paragraph to loss by mysterious
"disappearances" due to political conflict or war as experienced by such
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people as the Hmong, Jews, Bosnians, or Rwandans, the book deals mainly
with experiences .of white Western people of the middle class. Dr. Boss
recognizes the need to expand in-depth research of ambiguous loss that
takes other cultures, faiths, and peoples more fully into account. This is
especially important for urban centers with large immigrant communities
of most diverse racial and cultural backgrounds.
This work is useful not only to psychologists, but also to physicians,
social workers, clergy, and other professionals involved in counseling.
Terminal and chronic illness, furthermore, as well as problem-filled family
relationships often involve a succession of mini-losses which may turn to
"frozen grief' without intervention. Health practitioners and counselors of
all kinds, therefore, will greatly profit from this study as an initial guide to
helping people suffering from the unique distress of ambiguous loss.
Virginia B. Schelbert, RN, MSN
North Park University, Chicago
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SAHS ANNUAL REPORT 2000
37th SAHS Annual Meeting
Madison A venue Presbyterian Church
921 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10021
1 AGENDA FOR THE BUSINESS MEETING
2REPORTS
A. Minutes of the Meeting,
Paula Sherman
B. President's Report,
Erdmann Schmocker
C. Treasurers' Reports:
North America, Erdmann Schmocker
Europe,
Fred Moser
D. Projected Budget
Erdmann Schmocker
E. Membership Report,
Ernest Thurston
F. Publications and Grants,
Leo Schelbert
G. Nominations Committee 2000,
Sabine Jessner
H. Appointment of Nominations Committee 2001,
Erdmann Schmocker
I. Revison of By-laws,
Leo Schelbert
3. PROGRAM OF THE AFTERNOON MEETING
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TIDRTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL SAHS BUSINESS MEETING
I.AGENDA
1. Call to Order and Welcome,
Erdmann Schmocker, SAHS President

2. Minutes of the 36th Annual Meeting,
Paula Sherman, Secretary pro temp.
3. President's Report,

Erdmann Schmocker

4. Special Reports,
Alps Project,
George Gyssler
New Bern North Carolina, Philip Gelzer
5. Treasurers' Reports,
North America,
Europe,

Erdmann Schmocker
Fred Moser, SAHS Vice President

6. Projected Budget 2000 -2001
Erdmann Schmocker
7. Membership Report,

Ernest Thurston, Membership Secretary

8. Publications and Grants, Leo Schelbert, Editor of Publications
9. Elections,

Sabine Jessner, Nominations
Committeee Chair

10. Nominations Committe 2001,
Erdmann Schmocker
11. Revisions of By-laws,

Leo Schelbert

12. New Business and Announcements
13. 38th Annual Meeting:

October 6, 2001, at Embassy of
Switzerland, Washington, DC
14. Adjournment
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2.REPORTS
A. Minutes of the Thirty-Seventh Annual Business Meeting
of the Swiss American Historical Society
October 7, 2000
Following an informal gathering over coffee and rolls, President Erdmann
Schmocker called the business meeting to order at 10: 12. He conveyed special
greetings from Fred Jenny, Consul General of Switzerland in Johannesburg,
South Africa, formerly in Atlanta, Georgia. He also mentioned that Dr. Sabine
Jessner, the SAHS Secretary, was unable to attend the meeting and that Paula
Sherman was taking the minutes of the meeting.
He also asked for a moment of silence in memory of members of the
Society who have passed away since the last meeting. Among them are Dr.
Delbert Gratz of Bluffton, Ohio, Walter Zingg of Canada, and Dr. Hans
Knuchel of Switzerland.
President Schmocker then reported that L. Schelbert represented the
SAHS at an ad hoc meeting in New York called by Dr. Charles Ziegler to
discuss ways of promoting a positive view and a better understanding of
Switzerland. He also explained that the SAHS was closely cooperating with
the ALPS project, a subdivision of the American Swiss Foundation,
represented at this meeting by George Gyssler of Princeton, New Jersey,
who would give a report on this effort. The SAHS was co-sponsoring one
of the planned volumes which was edited by Leo Schelbert and was already
in press.
The President also referred to the creation of a new agency in Bern
called Presence Switzerland that would replace the former Koordinationskommission fur die Prasenz der Schweiz im Ausland. Several Swiss
archival and library centers might eventually be established to further Swiss
American efforts in the United States. He also pointed out that the SAHS
was financially in good shape and that especially Carol William's novel By
Wonders and by War had sold well, not in the least due to C. William's
personal efforts which he gratefully acknowledged. He then thanked Rosa
Schupbach for having made the local arrangements for this annual meeting
and also Fred Moser, Chau Nguyen, and Leo Schelbert for their efforts on
behalf of the SAHS.
George Gyssler then reported on the ALPS project. Since 1995 some 14
titles, some of them also in paperback, have been published that are highly
derogatory of Switzerland and present a one-sided view of Switzerland's
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role in World War Two. Dr. Donald P. Hilty who investigated what was
available in English on Switzerland found that all too few works were in the
collections of American libraries. In conjunction with the American Swiss
Foundation, chaired by former US Ambassador to Switzerland Faith
Whittlesey, the ALPS project, therefore, has several volumes already
published or in preparation which are being distributed to several hundred
libraries free of charge. Among them are the acclaimed book Target
Switzerland by Stephen Halbrook, the jointly published collection of essays
titled Switzerland under Siege (which will be distributed to the SAHS
members in the coming year), a biography of General Guisan, and a book
about American pilots who had found refuge in Switzerland. Erdmann
Schmocker and Chau Nguyen had generously offered to do the mailing of
1,500 copies of the Siege book for the ALPS project, but the Rohrbach
Foundation agreed to assume the cost of that undertaking.
Dr. Philip Gelzer of Greensboro, North Carolina, reported about efforts,
led especially by Hans Moser of Denton, North Carolina, to intensify Swiss
American involvement in New Bern, North Carolina. A special meeting will
be held there in about two weeks to plan a regional SAHS meeting in the
spring of 2001, possibly with speakers from the SAHS and also in
conjunction with an exhibit.
Since Nicole Butz, the SAHS Treasurer, had been away in Switzerland
completing her Fulbright fellowship there in conjunction with her
dissertation on the history of Zurich's famed mental institution called the
Burgholzli, Erdmann Schmocker gave the Treasurer's report for the US.
The membership reviewed and, after some minor clarifications, approved
the report as well as the projected budget for 2001. Also Fred Moser's
financial statement for Switzerland was reviewed and approved
unanimously.
The membership secretary Ernest Thurston reported that since the last
annual meeting 26 new members have joined the Society, 2 rejoined it, 14
dropped membership or passed away, and 27 did not renew. This means a
drop of 13 in membership which now stands at 321; of these 255 reside in
the US or Canada, 66 in Switzerland or abroad.
As to publications L. Schelbert reported that in the year 2000 the SAHS
distributed two works, Carol Williams, By Wonders and by War and Konrad
Basler, The Dorlikon Emigrants, the latter generously donated to the SAHS
by the author. Lewis Bunker Rohrbach of Picton Press, furthermore, has
agreed to publish henceforth the SAHS Review at approximately the same
cost as done at present, that is for some $5,000 for three issues plus the
Annual Report which would become part of the February issue. This will
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also relieve Erdmann Schmocker and Chau Nguyen of the arduous task of
packaging and sorting which they have done for years with dedicated
expertise for which they deserve the Society' s special thanks. Schelbert also
announced that the SAHS sponsored book Mennonites in Transition will be
distributed to the membership with the November 2000 SAHS Review.
Schelbert proposed that the SAHS allocate $2,000 towards the
publication of Switzerland under Siege, to be published jointly with the
ALPS Project. (He pointed out that a SAHS member had already generously
donated $1,000 for that purpose.) The Society would purchase 450 copies
and distribute the work to all SAHS members free of charge. He further
proposed that the SAHS sponsor as the next projects the reissue of Ernest
Thi.irkauf, One Small Lifetime and the publication of Carol Williams, A
Brightness Remembered (the second part of her trilogy on Swiss and their
descendants in the Congarees; the first volume is titled The Switzers, the
third By Wonders and by War, and both have been sponsored by the SAHS ).
The members unanimously approved these proposals.
Concerning SAHS grants, Schelbert reported that in the Dairy Center
of Milbank, South Dakota, designed by Architects E. Schmocker and Chau
Nguyen, a special room was dedicated to the memory of the Swiss pioneers
Gonzenbach and Nef. As approved the year before by the annual meeting,
two family crests and those of their cantons and communes of origin have
been created that will adorn the room as gifts from the SAHS and will be
given in memory of Walter Angst, the late Swiss American heraldic artist.
(This is also to serve as a token recognition of the generosity of Max
Gonzenbach, a major supporter of the Society.)
As to the SAHS awards for the year 2000, Schelbert proposed that the
Gonzenbach Award be given to Ernest Thi.irkauf in recognition for his long
standing dedication to the Society and that the Paroz Grant be awarded
posthumously to Dr. Delbert Gratz of Bluffton, Ohio. He published the
pioneering work Bernese Anabaptists and Their American Descendants
(1952), authored several articles on Swiss Mennonite history, led tours to
Switzerland that followed the steps of Swiss Mennonites, and generously
answered genealogical inquiries for the SAHS. The proposals were
approved unanimously.
Erdmann Schmocker appointed these SAHS members to the
Nominating Committee 2001: Rosa Schupbach, Chair; Franz von Arx,
Jacques Schoch, and Ernest Thurston.
As Chair of the Committee charged with revising the SAHS By-laws,
consisting of Sabine Jessner, Rosa Schupbach, Ernest Thurston, and
himself, Leo Schelbert formally presented the proposed new By-laws which
had been circulated to all members about a month before the meeting. A
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new provision concerning the Vice President's succession to the President
in case of the latter's incapacitation was disliked by some members, and
after some discussion the whole document was remitted to committee.
Mr. Soland of New Glarus then asked to reintroduce the developments
in New Glarus under New Business. Since in 1999 the annual meeting
participants and also nearly ninety percent of the membership had voted
disassociation from that project, President Schmocker pointed out that, in
order to reopen the issue, a two-thirds majority of those present was needed
by Robert's Rules of Order which, according to the SAHS By-laws, were
binding for conducting SAHS business. Since no such majority was
forthcoming, the President invited Mr. Soland to give his statement as a
report; Mr. Soland then explained that something most worthwhile was
being planned in that Swiss American community. In turn, Dr. Charles
Ziegler pointed out that the SAHS needed to concentrate on gaining young
members and, also, that the Society should have a website.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:15.
Afternoon Program
Following the business meeting the assembled enjoyed a fine buffet
lunch on the premises.
In the afternoon Dr. Stephen Halbrook, an Attorney at Law and author
of the acclaimed book Target Switzerland presented a talk on "What the
Swiss Really thought of Hitler." He was followed by Dr. Donald P. Hilty,
former Chief Economist of Chrysler Corporation, who offered an incisive
portrait of Switzerland in a global business context.
After a coffee break Architect Erdmann Schmocker gave an
entertaining demonstration on how he has taught his students the art of
drawing.
Respectfully submitted by
Paula Sherman, Secretary pro temp.

B. President's Report
Before we start, let's have the usual moment of silence for our departed
members; among them are Dr. Delbert Gratz of Bluffton, Ohio; Mr. Walter
Zingg of Stevensville, Canada; and Dr. Iur. Hans Knuchel of La Tourdu-Peilz, Switzerland.
This past year has been a productive one for the Society. We received
many inquiries and requests for advice and in several instances for our
actual involvement. It appears there is considerable awareness of, and, both
in this country and Switzerland, respect for the work of the SAHS.
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In the Spring, we were contacted to participate in a gathering in New
York City of a group of Swiss, all long time residents, on the East and South
East Coast Region, including Swiss Government representatives. Its
purpose was to discuss and formulate the presentation of Switzerland and
its history to the American public during the next few years and to do this
without the recent sensationalism of the American media. Leo Schelbert
represented the Society at this event. Based on later reactions that were
conveyed to me, he did this in his usual logical and straightforward manner.
It seems likely that some of the stated views and concepts are now being
woven into official policies.
At approximately the same time, we were contacted by Mr. George
Gyssler of Princeton, NJ to participate in an extensive multi-volume
publication endeavor. The various volumes cover the economic,
agricultural, military and political situation of Switzerland during World
War Two. They attempt to correct the distorted image of Switzerland that
has been projected by the media to the American public. A summary
volume that touches on several themes has been edited by Leo Schelbert
and is ready to go to press. In this regard, the Rohrbach Foundation called
me two days ago with the incredible offer to donate the entire cost of
packaging and mailing 1,500 individual copies to university and college
libraries, an approximate savings to the ALPS project treasury of $5,500.00.
I have asked Mr. Gyssler to give a more detailed presentation of the overall
aim, purpose, and distribution of the ALPS publications after my report.
During my Spring visit to Switzerland, I had the opportunity to meet
with several agencies, both private and public. I have the impression that
great efforts and changes are under way to intensify the exchange of views
on how to present Switzerland abroad, especially also in the United States.
One welcome concept of long range importance has already been
initiated. The Swiss government will help in establishing a series of Swiss
Centers across the entire American continent, each consisting of a basic
library and archive and preferably being connected with an American and
a Swiss institution of higher learning. This will assure a free exchange of
views and include visits between the two countries. Each center will have
a similar basis, but will also concentrate on specific aspects.
A first such center has been in existence for some years already, the
Swiss Institute in New York with its emphasis on the Arts, especially
painting, sculpture, dance, and music. A second center will open next week
in Boston with an emphasis on communication technology. Two more
centers are in various planning stages. One will be located in northern New
England, concentrate on genealogical research, and provide housing for
potential researchers. This center has already a start-up library of more than
11,000 volumes. The other center is in the early discussion stage and will
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possibly be a semi-autonomous branch of the SAHS similar to its branch in
Switzerland. Its location may be in New Bern, North Carolina and possibly
be initiated in 2001 . The specialty of this branch will be early 17th & 18th
century Swiss Immigration to the eastern and southeastern United States.
Dr. Philip Gelzer will present more detailed information following this
report. These projects involve a great deal of effort, but do not require
financial commitments beyond the usual budget allocations of the SAHS.
The Society's financial situation is currently in fine shape. We have
recovered nicely from the heavy cash demands of multiple publications of
two years ago. In this regards I am pleased to report a "publication success".
The historical novel By Wonders & By War has sold well. After just over
one year we have barely 100 copies left out of a 1,000 book press run. I
would like to thank Carol Williams for her dedication in promoting the book
by arranging book signings at several bookstores and libraries in her region.
Due to heavy demands of my professional work, I was somewhat
negligent in my recruiting efforts to obtain 30 plus new members each year.
We also had the usual small number of members who had joined only last
year, but have dropped out again. Although we have a small loss in
membership this year, compared to other Swiss organizations the Society
is maintaining the level of its membership quite well. The SAHS is well
positioned by its past and present endeavors to have considerable influence
in shaping the presentation of Switzerland on this country.
The work of an organization like ours is the result of a loyal and
trustworthy support cast. I would like to thank Leo Schelbert for his efforts
in making the Swiss presence in North America known as widely as
possible; Chau Nguyen for the countless hours she spends in the preparation
and distribution ofletters, packages, and reports; and Fred Moser, the SAHS
Vice President in Switzerland, for shepherding our members on the other
side of the big pond. Thanks are also due to Ernie Thurston, the SAHS
Membership Secretary, who makes sure that the dues keep coming and that
the treasury stays solvent, as well as to Sabine Jessner, our Secretary, for
keeping precise and accurate minutes and to Nicole Butz, our Treasurer,
who has just returned from a Fulbright Scholarship year in Switzerland. I
also thank the Board of Advisors for their input and concern, and all the
members for supporting the Society's direction and the projects it has
undertaken.
In conclusion, please give a big round of applause to our host Rosa
Schupbach, who as previously has done a superb job in obtaining these
facilities and in taking care of organizational matters.

Erdmann Schmocker
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C. TREASURER'S REPORT: USA
Fiscal Year October 1, 1999 - September 30, 2000

I. USA CHECKING ACCOUNT
October 1, 1999 Balance Checking Account
INCOME
Endowment Donations
ALPS Project - Anonymous
Other Donations
Georg Gyssler ALPS Project Donation
Membership Dues 2000/2001
Transfer from Swiss Account
Book Sales
Meeting, Fees (Lunch)

$3,576.90

$12,000.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 400.00
$ 5,000.00
$ 5,865.00
$ 360.00
$ 1,949.72
$ 525.00
$27,099.72

EXPENSES
Transfer to Endowment
Gonzenbach / Paroz Grants
Memorial Fund
Review / Annual Report
Bulk Mail / Permit
Administration
Printing (stationary, flyers, etc.)
Travel Reimbursement (speakers)
Meeting Expenses
September 30, 2000 Balance Checking Account

$12,000.00
$ 1,500.00
$ 828.00
$ 3,630.95
$ 1,287.80
$ 2,233.96
$ 417.00
$ 610.75
$ 450.00
$ 7,718.16

$30,676.62

$30,676.62

Il. SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNT - ALPS PROJECT
First Bank & Trust, Evanston: March 24, 2000 - September 30, 2000
September 30, 2000 Balance Checking Account
$10,000.00
Donations:
03/10/2000
03/18/2000

Charles Ziegler
Heinrich Medicus
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ID. ANNUITY FUND - VANGUARD STAR FUND

October 1, 1999 value (2,302.076 shares

$17.49)

$40,263.31

$10,000.00
$ 2,075.23
$ 350.00
$ 2,874.34
$ 350.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 350.00
$ 899.59
$ 1,253.69
$20,152.85

$20,152.85

@

Activities

11/15/1999
12/21/1999
02/28/2000
03/24/2000
04/20/2000
06/01/2000
06/04/2000
06/05/2000
06/23/2000
09/30/2000

Gonzenbach Donation
Capital Gains/Dividends
Life Membership
Special Gains/ Dividends
Life Membership
Corporate Matching
Anonymous (ALPS Project)
Life Membership
Capital Gains / Dividends
Value Gain/Loss

September 30, 2000 value 3263.974 shares@

$18.51

$60,416.16

Note: This fund generated a 17.64% return on the SAHS investment.

Auditor's Report:
I certify that after a review of the pertinent documents I found the above
reports correct and in order.
Evanston, IL, September 25, 2000
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D. TREASURER'S REPORT: EUROPE
Balance Sheet August 4, 1999 - September 14, 2000

SWISS CHECKING ACCOUNT
Balance August 4, 1999

SFr. 2,936.60

INCOME
Membership Dues
Interest

SFr. 1,970.00
SFr.
5.75

EXPENSES
Gathering St. Gallen 1999
Administrative Expenses
Transfer to SAHS

SFr 1,033.40
SFr 917.60
SFr 600.00

Balance September 14, 2000,
Swiss Postal Checking Account #30-32661-9

SFr. 2,361.35

SFr. 4,912.35

SFr. 4,912.35

Fred Moser, SAHS Vice-President - Europe
Auditor's Report
I certify that these accounts are correct and in order (Balance sFr.2,361.35
as of September 14, 2000). I recommend that the accounts be accepted. Many
thanks to Fred Moser for his work.
Bern, September 26, 2000

Dr. Lukas F. Burckhardt

FM/hl
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E. Projected Budget
October 1, 2000 - September 30, 2001

October 1, 2000 Balance in Checking Account

$7,684.16

INCOME (Estimated)

Transfer from Swiss Account
Transfer from Endowment (5% of value)
Donations
Membership Dues USA, 225 @ $30.00
Book Sales

$1,000.00
$3,000.00
$ 500.00
$6,750.00
$1,000.00
$12,250.00

EXPENSES (Estimated)

Review (three issues per year)
Gonzenbach / Paroz Grants
Book Publication Subsidy
Bulk Mail / Permit
Administration
Printing of Stationary, Flyers, etc.
Meeting Expenses
Miscellaneous
ALPS Project Donations for Book Publications

$3,800.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$1,200.00
$1,600.00
$ 400.00
$ 500.00
$ 500.00
$6,000.00
$17,350.00

September 30, 2001, Checking Account Balance
$ 2,550.00
$19,900.00

S19,900.00

Submitted by Erdmann Schmocker
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F. Annual Membership Report
In brief: The SAHS has 321 current members, a 4% decrease from the 334
reported last year at this time.
Current Members by Type and Country:
Membership Type
Regular ($30/yr.)
Student ($15/yr.)
Institution ($50/yr.)
Life Members
Complimentary

US/Canada
177

Switz./Other
46

Total
223

1

1
0
4
15
66

16
37
43
321

16
33

28
255

2

Membership Changes, 10/10/1999 - 10/07/2000.
334
Members as of 10/10/1999:
+26
Plus: New Members Enrolled
Plus: Former Members (not "Current" last year) who have rejoined + 2
-14
Less: Dropped by Request or Decease
Less: Dropped for Non-Payment of Dues
-27
Current Members, 10/07/2000
321
Breakdown of Current Membership by Country and State:
CA
21
KY
1
NY
30
VT
1
5
co
1
LA
3
OH
11
WA
23
CT
1
MA
7
OR
4
WI
DC
4
PA
15
MD
9
DE
1
ME
2
RI
1 BC, Canada
1
ON,
Canada
FL
7
MN
4
8
SC
6
GA
1
MO
1
SD
1 QB, Canada 1
1
Germany
MO
1
HI
TN
2
1
IA
3
Switzerland 65
8
TX
9
NC
IL
31
NJ
UT
9
3
IN
8
NV
2
VA
8
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G. Report on Publications and Awards
In the past year, two books have been distributed to the membership,
Carol Williams, By Wonders and By War, and Konrad Basler, The Dorlikon

Emigrants.
In the coming year, members will receive two books. The work edited
by Andrea Boldt, Werner Enninger and Delbert L. Gratz, Mennonites in
Transition from Switzerland to America, will be distributed with the
November 2000 SAHS Review. The collection of essays edited by Leo
Schelbert under the title Switzerland under Siege 1939 - 1945. A Neutral
Nation's Struggle for Survival will be sent out by mid-year. This book is
a joint undertaking of the ALPS Project and the SAHS. I would like to
propose that the SAHS allocate $2,000 towards this publication; a donation
of $1,000 by a SAHS member has already been received. (The proposal was
approved unanimously.) The ALPS Project will distribute some 1,500
copies of the book, especially to college and university libraries.
For future publications two projects are proposed: One is the novel of
Carol Williams titled A Brightness Remembered. It is the second part of
trilogy that features the experiences of Swiss in the Congarees of South
Carolina. The first part was titled The Switzers, featuring the arrival
generation, the third part describes the experience also of the second and
third generation during the American Revolution. The second part features
events of the mid-eighteenth century as experienced by the Switzers and
their descendants in South Carolina, especially in connection with the
expansion of white settlements into American Indian country.
The second proposal concerns the reissue of One Small Lifetime by
Ernest Albert Thtirkauf. This beautiful memoir covers the immigrants' early
years in Canada, their move to the United States, and E. A. Thtirkauf s
experiences in Asia. His son Ernest Thurston has slightly revised the
manuscript in preparation for possible re-publication. (Both proposals were
approved by the meeting.)
As to awards: Last year's meeting accepted Erdmann Schmocker' s
proposal to have crests created for the special room dedicated to the
Gonzenbach and Nef families of Milbank, South Dakota in the newly
established Midwest Dairy Institute which has been designed by Architects
Erdmann Schmocker and Chau Nguy en. This project has been implemented
and will be presented at the June 2001 formal opening of the Institute in
honor of the late Walter Angst, the Swiss American heraldic artist and
long-time SAHS member.
For this year's Gonzenbach Award I propose Ernest Thtirkauf. He has
authored the impressive autobiography One Small Lifetime, has published
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articles in the SAHS Review, and has been a most loyal member of the
SAHS. On the suggestion of Erdmann Schmocker I nominate for the Paroz
Award the late Dr. Delbert Gratz, Professor and Librarian at Bluffton
College in Ohio. He authored the pioneering study Bernese Anabaptists and
Their American Descendants, published several articles on Swiss
Mennonite history, took groups of Americans interested in Mennonite
history to Switzerland and Germany, and answered genealogical inquiries
of SAHS members free of charge. (Both proposals were accepted by the
meeting.)
H. Nominating Committee Report
Dr. Sabine Jessner, Chair of the Nominating Committee for the year
2000, submitted the following names of SAHS members, who all agreed to
being re-nominated, for reelection to the SAHS Advisory Board:
Class of 2000 - 2003:
Franz von Arx
Marianne Burkhard, OSB
H. Dwight Page
Rosa Schupbach
David Sutton

Class of 1998 - 2001:
Hans Moser
(to replace the late D. Gratz)

Since there were no nominations from the floor, all proposed were elected.
Thus the present Board of the SAHS Advisors is constituted as follows:
Class of 1998 - 2001: Margot Durrer Ammann, Annemarie Gilman, Hans
Moser
Raymond Probst, Selina Sutter
Class of 1999 - 2002: Mary Leedy, Simon Netzle, Karl Niederer,
Paula Sherman, Charles Ziegler
Class of 2000 - 2003: Franz von Arx, Marianne Burkhard, OSB, H.
Dwight Page,
Rosa Schupbach, David Sutton
I. Nominating Committee for the Year 2001
The SAHS President proposed and the membership accepted the
following slate for the Nominating Committee 2001:
Franz von Arx
Jacques Schoch
Rosa Schupbach, Chair
Ernest Thurston
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List of Swiss American Historical Society Publications
1932-1940

1

Prominent Americans of Swiss Origins. A Compilation Prepared by the
Swiss American Historical Society. New York: James T. White, 1932.

2

John Paul von Grtiningen, ed. The Swiss in the United States. Madison,
WI: Swiss American Historical Society, 1940.

3

4

5

1972-1977
[Heinz K. Meier, General Editor]
Heinz K. Meier, ed. Memoirs of a Swiss Officer in the American Civil War.
Translated by Hedwig Rappolt. Bern: Herbert Lang. 1972.

Heinz K. Meier, The Swiss American Historical Society, 1927-1977.
Norfolk, VA: Donning, 1977.

1979-1998
[Leo Schelbert, General Editor]
Paul A. Nielson, Swiss Genealogical Research. An Introductory Guide.
Virginia Beach/ Norfolk, VA: Donning 1979. $5.00.

6

Carol Williams, The Switzers. A Novel. Virginia Beach/ Norfolk, VA:
Donning 1981.

7

Hedwig Rappolt, ed. and transl. An American Apprenticeship. The Letters
of Emil Frey 1860-1865. New York: Peter Lang, 1986. $15.00.

8

David Sutton, One's Hearth Is Like Gold. A History of Helvetia, West
Virginia. New York: Peter Lang, 1990.

9

Leo Schelbert, ed., The United States and Switzerland: Aspects of an
Enmeshment. Vol. 25 Yearbook of German-American Studies. Lawrence,
KS: University of Kansas, 1991.

10 Laura R. Villiger, Mari Sandoz. A Study in Post-Colonial Discourse. New
York: Peter Lang, 1994, $15.00.
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11 Donald Tritt, Swiss Festivals in North America 1995-1997. Chicago:
SAHS, 1995. New edition: Swiss Festivals. Morgantown, PA: Masthof
Press, 1999.
12 Konrad Basler, The Dorlikon Emigrants. Swiss Settlers and Cultural

Founders in the United States: A Personal Report by Konrad Basler.
Translated by Laura R. Villiger. New York: Peter Lang, 1996. $12.00.
13 Hafis Bertschinger, With a Horse Called George. Pocatello: Univ. ofldaho
Press, 1996.
14 Gary K. Pranger, Philip Schaff (1819-1893). Portrait of an Immigrant
Theologian. New York: Peter Lang, 1997. $15.00
15 Andrea Boldt, Werner Enninger, and Delbert L. Gatz, eds., Mennonites in

Transition. From Switzerland to America. Emigrant and Immigrant
Experience. Anabaptist Documents. Morgantown, PA: Masthof Press,
1997. $12.50.
16 Urspeter Schelbert, ed., "SAHS Index 1965-1998," SAHS Review, Vol.
xxxiii, 3 (1998). Morgantown, PA: Mathof Press, 1998.
17 Carol Williams, By Wonders and by War. Morgantown, PA: Masthof
Press, 1999.
18 Leo Schelbert, ed., Switzerland Under Siege 1939-1945. A Neutral
Nation's Struggle for Survival. Rockport, Maine: Picton Press, 2000.
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3. PROGRAM FOR THE AFTERNOON MEETING

1:30 - 2:15 p.m.
2:30 - 3:00 p.m.
3: 15 - 3:45 p.m.
4:00 - 4:30 p.m.
5:00p.m.

Stephen P. Halbrook, "What the Swiss Realy
Thought of Hitler"
Donald P. Hilty, "A Business Economist with Swiss
Heritage Looks at Switzerland"
Coffee Break
Erdmann Schmocker, "Pen and Pencil: Technical
Drawing as Art"
Departure
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Stephen P. Halbrook,
"What the Swiss Really Thought of Hitler"
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Donald P. Hilty,
"A Business Economist
with Swiss Heritage looks
at Switzerland"

Erdmann Schmocker,
"Pen and Pencil: Technical Drawing as Art"
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AVAILABLE FROM PICTON PRESS
SWISS GENEALOGIES, Bibliography of. By Mario von Moos. 848 pp. Registers of
Towns and Names. CD-ROM. 2000.
#1962 $29.00
This is the American edition of one of the most important Swiss genealogical books;
compiled by highly regarded Swiss genealogist Mario von Moos and published in 1993 by
the Genealogical Society of Switzerland. Already a classic, and the first of its kind for
Switzerland, von Moos' book presents researchers with information on all published works,
in any language, concerning all non-noble Swiss families. Keep in mind that, as with all
bibliographies, each entry is given in the language of the original title.
The result of more than ten years of research, this book contains over 6,000 entries
referring in all to some 10,000 Swiss families. One of the most valuable parts of this work
is the Town Register section. If you know where your name or family is from, by looking
up the town you will find all local family names which have published genealogies. You
don ' t know which town(s) your family was from? Consult the classic source, Swiss
Surnames: A Complete Register, #1630, below, which has been providing the answers to that
and other questions for over fifty years.
If your particular surname is not among the names in the Bibliography of Swiss
Genealogies, chances are extremely high that, considering the size of these small communities, your family will be included in one of the other genealogies published on the village
or town your people were from. It is hard to overemphasize the importance of this work. If
you are doing any work on Swiss families at all, you will want to consult this CD, and Swiss
Surnames before starting your Swiss research - it is sure to save you untold hours of work.
When you consider that inquiries to the Swiss Genealogical Society cost about $20.00 per
surname, you will realize this CD will save you substantial money as well!

SWISS SURNAMES: A COMPLETE REGISTER. Commonly known as
Familiennamenbuch der Schweiz. Preface by Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, CG. 3 vols: 768pp,
704pp. & 640pp. 1995 (1989).
3 volume set: #1630 $149.50
For over 60 years Familiennamenbuch der Schweiz has dominated the landscape of
Swiss genealogical research like a benevolent giant. First published in two volumes in 1940,
at a time when a turbulent world made the importance of being Swiss self-evident, Familiennamenbuch was next published in a six volume edition in 1969 and then in a final three
volume edition in 1989. It is the newest, final, edition which we have reprinted as the
American edition, complete with a new Preface on Swiss genealogy and on the importance
ofFamiliennamenbuch by Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, CG.
These volumes contain every surname now found in Switzerland, a total of 48,500
surnames arranged alphabetically, together with information giving exactly in which Heirnat
or community the surnames enjoy hereditary rights of citizenship. Roughly half of these
surnames were established in Switzerland prior to I 800 (often in the Middle Ages); the other
24,500 surnames have settled in Switzerland since 1800.
You are told the period (and in many cases the exact year) when the surname entered
the community as well as, for later immigrants, the manner (by marriage; migration from
another Swiss community; immigration from a specified country; adoption; etc.). Thus what
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you have here is a complete census of and location for all Swiss Geschlecht or surname
clans - the foundation of all Swiss genealogy.
Never before has Familiennamenbuch been published in America or available in an
English edition. In past decades even the Swiss edition has been virtually unobtainable and,
at over $300 including shipping, far too expensive for most American researchers. With the
new Picton Press edition there is now every reason to own your own set, and at half the
price!

SWITZERLAND UNDER SIEGE 1939-1945 A Neutral Nation's Struggle for Survival
Edited by Leo Schelbert. 280pp; adhesive casebound; 24 pages of full-color maps and
#1971 $25.00
illustrations; 1,639 entry name and subject index. 2000
In today's western world of comfort and safety, almost sixty years later few seem able
to remember or understand what World War II felt like - or what it was all about. Many
Americans, protected by an ocean, are even less aware of European military history.
Switzerland's place in that conflict has been shaped in the past decades by selective
reporting and revisionist thinking. A comprehensive look has been long overdue.
Switzerland Under Siege 1939-1945 brings you the real story of Switzerland and World
War II. In carefully written and edited studies of all aspects of neutrality in general and of
Switzerland's neutrality in particular, you will learn about:

• German and Italian invasion plans for Switzerland, and the Swiss Army's response
in dozens of color maps and illustrations.
• Allied and Axis espionage in neutral Switzerland
• The American bombings of Zurich, Basel, and Schaffhausen - errors or retaliation?
• Myth vs. reality: the actual story of Jewish refugees and Swiss humanitarian efforts
not the front page sound bites.
• Women's roles in war-time Switzerland
· Daily life on a neutral's home front
· Honor and morals in an immoral world
• The major demands, and limited rewards, of true neutrality
Descendants and historians alike will find this an excellent and thought-provoking
book, well written and well documented. We recommend it highly.

(SWITZERLAND). An American Apprenticeship: The Letters ofEmil Frey 1860-1865.
Edited and translated by Hedwig Rappolt. Swiss American Historical Society Pub No. 7.
228 pp. Hard cover. 1986. Peter Lang.
#1600 $17.50
Students of Switzerland, of America's Civil War, and of emigrant letters home, will
find this a fascinating book. Emil Frey, a member of a prominent family in Canton BaselLand, upon his return to Switzerland entered politics. In a varied and unusual life he later
became President of the Nationalrat, the Swiss House of Representatives and subsequently
Swiss Ambassador to America. He was a complex and difficult man whose career is worth
studying.
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SWISS COLONISTS in 19th century America. Compiled by Dr. Adelrich Steinach.
Introduction, four complete indexes (three place name indexes and an Every Name Index)
by Dr. Urspeter Schelbert and Foreword by Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, CG, all in English.
512pp. 1995 (1889). Text in Swiss-German, annotated index in English. #1607 $49.50
Originally published as Geschichte und Leben der Schweizer Kolonien in den
Vereinigten Staaten von Nord-Amerika (History and Life of the Swiss Colonies in the United
States of North America), Swiss Colonists contains biographical sketches of some 9,000
Swiss individuals and families who came to America in the 19th century.
Most sketches include the gemiende or canton of origin in Switzerland - one of the
most important pieces of data on a Swiss immigrant- as well as the individual's location and
occupation in America. Some of the Swiss colonists you meet here will already be familiar
to you: the founder of Delmonico's in New York City; Johann August Sutter of 1849
California fame; Johann M. Brunswick of Cincinnati, already manufacturing billiards
equipment; Johann Cullmann of Cullman, Alabama; etc. There are wonderful oddities such
as Josef Burger of Detroit, who lists his occupation as shoemaker and head of the secret
police. All in all, something for everyone!
The text is in Swiss-German, while the Introduction and new annotated indexes by Dr.
Urspeter Schelbert are in both English and German. The indexes usually include the place
of origin in Switzerland; the location of the settler in America; and their occupation.
This book, one of the most important works on 19th century Swiss immigrants to
America ever published, has been virtually unknown to genealogists. Whether or not you
can read German, you will find more than sufficient information in the massive 120 pages
of English Introduction and English Indexes to make this book very worthwhile.
(SWITZERLAND). AMERICA EXPERIENCED: Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century
Accounts of Swiss Immigrants to the United States. Leo Schelbert, Editor, Hedwig
Rappolt, Translator. 448pp. 22 photos, maps, and illustrations. 4,500 entry Every Name
Index. 1996.
#1530 $35.00
First-hand accounts written by ordinary immigrants are among the rarest yet most
valuable sources for understanding the motivations and experiences of immigrants. Such
accounts also offer unique viewpoints on America as seen by outsiders.
In this book you will see America as it appeared to Swiss immigrants, in their own
words, from l 704 through 1906. These fascinating accounts range from the promoters and
settlers of 1710 North Carolina to the Mennonites of 18 th century Pennsylvania; from the
Mormon Swiss of the 1870s to the Italian-Swiss winegrowers oflate 19th century California.
There are colonial-era letters from Pennsylvania 1736-1769; Maryland 1704; North
Carolina 1711; and South Carolina 1733-1785. Nineteenth-century letters cover Pennsylvania, Indiana, Kentucky, South Carolina, Maryland, Ohio, Texas, lliinois, Wisconsin, Utah,
Wyoming, Michigan, and California.
Interested in immigrants; in German-speaking settlers; in colonial America?This book
is for you.
(SWITZERLAND). MEN OF BERN: The 1798 Biirgerverzeichnisse of Canton Bern,
Switzerland. 3 Vol., 1,704 pages, 60,137 entry Every Name Index. 1999.
3-Vol. Set #1780 $295.00
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When the French Revolution and Napoleon reached Switzerland in 1798, all men in
every canton in Switzerland aged 20 to 70 were required to sign an Oath of Allegiance to
the new Constitution. The resulting lists of all Swiss men usually include, as a minimum,
the men's ages, occupations, place of hereditary heimat, and place of physical residence. As
such, the Biirgerverzeichnisse supplies a complete census of adult males 20 to 70, two full
generations before the first census of 1855 (which, even then, does not name individuals)!
By arrangement with Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern, Picton Press transcribed and
translated all 17 original volumes containing data on all 60,000 Bernese men aged 20 to 70
alive in 1798. None of them has been filmed or published before! As with all lists compiled
by many different officials, the exact data varies from heimat to heimat. In many Bernese
heimats, these 1798 lists include additional information such as: exact date of birth or
baptism; relationship to other men of the same Geschlect (surname clan); comments such
as "sick" or "left the area for France three years ago", etc.
All in all these are wonderful, fascinating, and important lists. They serve as a
substitute for (non-existent) censuses, as well as a superb research tool. Subsequent volumes
will cover the balance of the Swiss cantons, to the extent that their 1798 Biirgerverzeichnisse
lists still survive.
To see a complete list of surnames contained in this set, please visit our web site at
http://www.pictonpress.com.

SWISS GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH GUIDE. By Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, CG, 128
#1601 Price Not Set
pages, paperback. Expected delivery 2001.
With the Swiss Research Guide now out of print, a new, completely rewritten guide is
being prepared by English-speaking genealogist Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, CG. This will be
a high-quality book for all researchers working on their Swiss ancestry and should be in all
Swiss researchers' libraries. To be sure not to miss out on this publication, let us know of
your interest and we will notify you when it is ready.

All books above are available from

PICTON PRESS
PO Box 250
Rockport, ME 04856
MasterCard/ Visa orders: (207) 236-6565
Fax orders: (207) 236-6713
Secure on-line ordering: http://www.pictonpress.com

Please remember to include postage and handling charges of: $4 for the first
volume and $2 for each additional.
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